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REDUCTION OF
ARMS FAVORED
IN STRAW VOTE
Eighty-one Per Cent
Oppose Compulsory
Military
24.345 STUDENTS TAKE PART
But Slight Variation Shown in Poll
Taken Recently in Leading
Colleges of Nation
A nation-wide straw,. VOW in disarma-
arlflotHICCII recently by the Intercoil-
-::ate Disarmament Council from their
in New York City, reveals 92';
the 24,345 students voting in seventy
!fferent colleges in favor of reducing
rinaments and for the United States
,-tting an example by beginning to di 
-iiiwithout waiting for other nation,.
tither Tucker, Ylle '31, who is Chair-
an 1,i the Council. said the pull All iw
,w-third 1,i the students favor 1OdJ' jut
.1 armaments, tinivided all nations agree
, the same ratho. while one in seven ad-
‘,.cate a 10(1';'• cut for the United States
without regard to other nations.
The poll shows a very strong fedi:,
.z.ainst the Cl/r1111U1,..ory feature of milita:
raining in colleges, eighty-one per cent ,
•'w students voting on this question bei7.
,ti,,,sestl to el tinVillSOry drill. On 2
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Will This Re Changed?
WM./.
This picture showing a central view of the parking area north of Alumni Field where students
are now forced to park was taken withia the past month and is typical of conditions in rainy
weather. It is to remedy this condition that a student committee is to go before the Board of
Trustees.
WAR IMPROBABLE SAY ICOY. GARDINER
LOCAL ARMY OFFICERS
tiler hand. iinly 38 per cent iav,ired eln:  t,>
Jating military training from all coillegc-
,f those voting. one-seventh had FORMER MILITARYilitary training. Seventy-four per ec •
1 of the viites cast suppiirted American a
creme hi the World C1/urt upon 'Mi.
iii the kiput PrOt01:1 /1S.
Among the colleges participating in the
,II were outstanding institutions in all
arts 11i the country. Yale. Dartmouth.
inherst, Williams, Wellesley, Mt. Hod-
ike, Radcliffe, Vassar. !laniard. Syra-
•use. Rucknell. Pittsburgh. Virginia
'1 technic Institute, Rollins. Kansas U..
cliraska, \Vashhurn. Soutlwrn Nlethoml-
,4 University. Occidental. and many
i.ther (ii'Aeges cooperated in the site.
Student interest in disarmament is also
revealed in the high percentage of those
moting in many cmilleges. Eighty-four per
ient of the entire student Ii, ilv cast bal-
ts at Amherst, 78'i at Yale. 711'.; at
\h tint Ibilyooke.
•11I 1% w' 1,i colleges participated in the
but there is little difference in the
returns. The extremes are revealed In a
igical seminary where no student
iosed di•armanient, and iiirty-tive
tilt favored tiital disarmament by exai,
iale: am! a New England college wh,
,1;z1Ily per cent opp,,seil the United Slat, -
Liking the initiative in disarmament.
i here is little sectional difference. Those
rraviiring 11ur taking the initiative in some
ohsarmanient are: New England.
central States. 62'7; ; Middle Atlantic,
; 501101. 71: 1:•cicy Mountain
:states, : and Pacific Coast. 720:.
Mount Ibilyoke College where Mis•
\lary E. 11-mmiley: recently appointed
•.111:111 member iif the U. S. delegatimin to
Disarmament Conference, has been.
..resiolent foor 31 years, voted against
.,iy disarmament, 19r; against any reduc-
n by example. 37G fir total disarma-
1 ,,,,iit if all nations agree. 21'7( for total
o!;•armanient loy example.
Student in institutions with ciimpul-
o- military training voted ti2r: against
nipulsion. those in colleges with elective
"11 Noted 83'7: against coompulsioin, and
(Continued on Page Four)
R• O• T• C• Would Not
1POLICE SEEK SUSPECT IN PHI
GAM AND DELTA TAU BREAKS
REGISTRATION
Registration for the r.p.it.g •
mester aside from tiP.e advance rei;
istration will take place on Satur-
day, February 6 from 8:00 to 12:00
with the exception that the offices
of the Treasurer and Registrar will
remain open all day, 8:00-12:00 and
1:30-5:00.
The Colleges of Agriculture and
Technology will register students
in the departmental offices and Arts
and Sciences and Education in the
Chapel.
CLOKE REPORTS
UNEMPLOYMENT
WELL IN HAND
Man Was Seen Getting
On Car Near House
Early Saturday
ESCAPE TRACED TO OLD TOWN
General Alarm Is Spread Throughout
State for Man in Coonskin with
Bag Bearing Maine Sticker
A man. believed by police to have
been the burglar who successfully
11111 11e11 ;:1111111:1 Delta and Delta
Tau 1 11vIta fraternity houses early
Saturday 'northing, was seen 1/1tard-
ing the Town car near the Phi
t ;amnia I )eltil House at live o'clock
Saturday nnirning. Police have
traced his actions as far as Old
here he asked the station
gent for information regarding theRelief of Present Situation in Maine next train to Arinistimok. When he
Makes Progress. Bangor Not wa, informed that there were no
trains to Aroosbiiik until two o'clockOrganized As Others ill the at n111.111)) lie disappeared. and
I as not been seen since.
Dean Paid i.1. Ilse 4,1 the Cidlege
Committee to carry 4'lit President
Hoover's unemployment relief pro-
gram. has ,intioinice,1 the remainder
I if his Cf iiitiuiutite as follow s
lames 11arli .w. 1. 111 :.11anager
Be Called As Unit
TO SPEAK HERE
.\ description" ii the man sent out
of Technology who is chairman of b‘, Slietit 1...dgerh. of penobscof
the \inericati Einzitiveriim Council's. ,: „Y mutt v t resque Isle,
1:ort 1.1110)1m Portland.
ii I 'unbind. t ;railtiateit Nlass
PROF. LS IN CHINA If U.S. Fights ,4•••, limilith•„s 1,•05; (-..\. Itrantlecht. Head of
coat over his arm, and was carrying
Captain Joseph I.. Ready. for mice
years assistant professor of military sci-
ence and tactics at the University of
Maine, is 1111W stationed at Tientsin,•
China. with the Fifteenth United States
Regiment. It is said that his regiment
may be ordered to Shanghai at any time
to protect American big business interests
which might be damage,' in the Sinoo-Jau•
ti iii tlict gi lug in tlti-re•
Captain Ready taught at the University ,
until three years ago, anml in addition to
his work with the military department
was (Inuits:tell unofficially with the ath-
letic department. Ile is said to, have
priiven himself to be a -hard-Implied- cap-
tain while at the University. For several t
Car, he a as 1:01111Cill'a a ith C.M.T.C.
korl; it Fo-t \Vahan's.
• 
MAINE GRADUATE HOLDS
EIGHT COLLEGE DEGREES
Roy I Fernald. i r., oi the
University of Maine in 1923, is the holder
of eight college degrees. .1fter earning
\111!!!ngli the local milk:irk officers
see small twissibility of the United
States entering a war over the Sitio-
latianese controversy. the freshman
and siphioniiire militarv men at I...
til Nl would ni.t be called to :mit 41
as a litmly. iti c:,st• if a conflict. -Hwy
would miller no more ittil itari -it IC
oblig-ations than the average citizen.
.\ilvaticed militart grailuates are
assigned to l" '-its tit ion graduating.
and they womb' be miller iibligatiion
ti i g-,. •ndy %Own the pi ist was called
as a part t of the I h-ganizeil leserx es.
-1 he units act only as
training units. They train the nien
Pt lnater fill pi isitions in the army in
case they are tieeikil, ilie min
%you'd iii it be called to light as mem-
bers of a certain R.O.T.C. tmit
gro nip.
-I he it ofticurs at the L•niver
-.ty of Maine see war as very in!
;,riobable as far as United States is
1./ inerrned. American warships are
merely iirotecting the lives of Amer-
ican citizens at Shanghai.
In case til war. first the regular
his .1.11. and A.M. degrees here, he re• army is called into action. next the
crivell itt stliTt'sSil'il the delzrees if 1 -1 -11-1 Nati, null I ;wird. and then the I
M. 1:1 and B.S. ill Ed. from,
Roston University. an .1.:11. from liar-
vard. and a Ph.D. from lloislion t•niversity.
Mr. Fernald is head 14 the Department
of Economics and Director of Business
Placement Bureau at Cornell College. Mt.'
Vernon, I. Ile is also a lawyer and!
has been admitted to prai lice in the United
States ciairt ,if appeals.
Politics have likewise recei.ed a share!
of Mr. Eernald's time. Ile .served in!
the 1931 state legislature representing the :
district of \tonna'. Winterpoirt and 1.tlier
towns in Width. cimnty. lie is a .candi-
date for the 1933 legislature.
Where Students Park - - -
Another view of the student parking grounds
ganizml Reserves. The seciind lieu-
tenants of the reserve who graduate
from Nlaiiie become mentlk.rs the
kganized Reserve grinip. This
group forms the skeleton of a tear
army.
The 1 •Itited States has maintained
an average standing army of al•nit
135.((K) men during the last few
years. This includes all the men:
statiiined in inirts all liver the xvoil,1.!
• 
The iollotving articles have • II'
brought to the Registrar's ..flice awl wrIl
be returned up's] identiMation: 2 pairs
of wool-lined brown leatlier
a black and mm bite beret : a blue mitten; a
7. • man',
tit N4111< \V. T. tiviimsa-•
Governor William Tudor Gardiner will
arrive in ()rim" tomorrow !minting to ail--
dress the titty-tive county and state agents
of the Nlaine .\gricultural tension Ser-
vice. who have gathered here for their
annual conference. ( ek er1u•r I ;an liner
(Continued on Page Three)
BLANSHARD IS SPEAKER
AT MONDAY ASSEMBLY
The speaker at .‘ssembly- min Monday
mirriting. l'eloruary Stli. will Paill Riau-
shard, of time 1..TagUr fow Inolustrial I )enioic-
racy, New York. who will speak oin the
subject, "Industrial Demoicracy and the
11achisie Mr. Illanshard is well
knoiwn thro nigh, iut this co itintry. having lec-
tured in a great many ciilleges and is well
acquainted through personal esperience
with the •••1 petal situations arising onst of
our highly mechanized industry. .1 man
of much personal forte. Mr. !Jan.-hard
tan lie depended upon to give a highly
enlightening address.
Dilring his stay he will also speak toi
several small groups :mil will le available
f0r IMT ••• mai interviews. Pr. .11•••,..r !limy
Kircheil oi the department
I reside at Assembly and will be
ready- arrange Ii 'r interviews between
XI r. Illansharil and any who mav care to
!:1,-et him.
. YALE PROFESSOR SAYS U. S.
RESEMBLES RUSSIA OF CZARS I.,
the Department 14 I Iteilitsl r and
Chemical F.iigineering. t
if Nlaine. C•raduate (of Yale. Ch.'s
PX Hi; Iiiirace .1. Cinik. Sunni-in-
it.:14cm 1 4 .1111nirii \Vater District.
;raduate of the I •Iiiversity
Nlaine. Class of Civil 1...11 .:;i
lieur I E. I laggas. I -hie( I'm
tierr, ( timberland Power and
Light onipanv Portland ; and I ;rm
ant L. Hopkins, Iltdratilic Euiti
neer for Po-assail .\ssociaies.
ville, SecretaN I of the- •
Clati(111 of Fatgineers. I
the l'niversity opt 1hatui.. PII7, tit
il Engineer.
.‘ meeting 0r this 40itiiiiitlee aas Ii, 1.I
iii \Vaterville int Decelillier 311, 1.131, at
%Inch time reports from the various 1.1,111
mitteemen were given which shotved liii
ci imparatively speaking, the empb.yment
sittlatit41 tli Maine is (mite sa(Isladitry.
Mr. narow. thriingh his representative.
XI r. 1111111, reported that relief work there I
as linanced ;mg! also by
j I inice.. subscription. The I .,elmintiity
.
Chest raised $25,ixin more than last year
which was useil for imemployment relief ;
$50,ono Was (al st.11 liv 1,0,101 issue for the
City Public \Yorks Department ; $2i43omi
was spent for sewer iolistruction; and
$200 in Ii r street wcirk, which included
sidewalks. trimming of busiles, aml gravel -
ing of streets. Men a 111, mv.,rk ,,t)e %meek
are laid iiff the next. 311/1 more men were
employed this year than
last year. Mr. Barlow has dire, t charge
of all this work.
Portland 1Vater I ti•tri,t is now under-
taking construction whit!, a tIl t/1131 aI. Iii
P)4111311111. This ("instruction is in three(
charge of Harry 1. -. hiller. Chief higi
neer of the Portland 'm'm ater t: who
(Continued on l'age Three)
a cast- bearing a Nlaitie sticker. This
case is thoughl to be the saxophone
caw stollen from 11elnitint Rahlarel
;it Delta Tatt Delta.
At Phi Gamma I 'vita the efforts were
,ontined I,. tlie second door. while the
•ikerware and other :irticles of value on
(he first thsor \‘ CFA' 12111111sks11.11, it is be-
lieved loecallse 0( their Imlk.
A sYstemalic metik.1 %%as emPloYell
in plundering both houses. The thief via-
it.-'l each room iti rotation, taking any-
thing of value that Was small. Pants
p0,kets were very effikielitly 11.1rtieti inside
0tit (01(I, emptied: 111 s. llllll in-
st:1111.C• em 111 till' I/111 foilds were taken.
The r,iliber 11f rladiers were wit seell
Ad), pligh thl'y were lward by two of the
liatti. who were sleeping in the study
rooms. (hit iine in...tame the thief Emile
limed and turned iii the
light : tip, it sueltliz the member asleep,
the door iii,'. 01111. Thi. fact .11111. of OW
re1111•111111.r, Illit 1111 /tight at
the 11111C 111:11 it was amither member vs ho
hail just in.
.‘t Phi Gam the sum total indiailing
cash and valuables :illumined to alnput
$1,00- Those 11 .sing ca ,11 were Dick Mor-
rison. Fanny \Vilbur Hogan. and
Kenneth \Villet•. The 1..•Al a-as alit 'lit
$;.5. Among the Idlier valuables stolen
it is a $440) tag • g t oat 111•11trit alld
1, mg ing \forst.. %Va It hani
watches. four Elgin., amp, I eley-en pelt awl
focti(11 sets were also removed.
.M Delta Tali Delta alw.11( $311 %vas
taken and al-0 a saxophone !whinging to
1:411ard. 1111 OS4- losing money were
Vin Jarrett. 1Vesley Ikarse. and Ill,
I I im Is The lin al authorities were mitt-
lied and immediately started traces of the
sitspe. t.
New York -11P1—Sprakinit before I
the anima! the Metropolitan ,
Coinferenee of the Unitarian atid Other lib-
eral chili-01es, Professor Jerome Davis of
the Yale University asserted that the,
United States today is in many ways like
(lie Russia of the Czar..
Ile said in part:
"We have an industrial autocracy in the'.
United States now just as real as the ,
auto:racy exercised by the late Czar over
his subjects. The only difference is not
so much in kind but in degree. The fact
that Anieritans haven't begun yet to
realize what its all ahout--that an in-
. dustrial revolution or transformation ham
changed this nation into an urbanized one.
a mechanized one, alit-re few-er than
corporations out of 2100301•1 iontroil half
the wealth of the country. The result is
that we've lust miiir liberty and freedom
of action without realizing that we have
drifted into a state where power is pre-
dominant.
-Freedom and liberty are meaningless
if a man has no job Freedom today is to
some extent freedom to starve. The aver-
age .‘mericati is contentedly indifferent
to this fart. It is only when he is unem-
ployed that he appreciates what this
means, that he and his fellow's have drift-
ed silently into the loss of their freedom
without realizing that this has occurred.-
' •
and Lewiston is as follows ; 30 years
of age, weighing about 140 pounds.
almiut 5 feet 7 nwlies in height, well
dressed and appeared to lie French.
When last seen he was wearing a
rack.' it In skin e. .at, carrying a black
- -- And Where They Can't
Ittarr, 
II L II 14 IP II is,ti
, ,v•
The old parking grounds now unused
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TIME FOR A CHANGE
When business was booming and prices were high hack in 1929. the
Trustees of the University voted to raise the price (if lioard in the dormi-
tories two dollars per week. No serious protests were raised, and the
higher prices have been paid since that time. Shially after the new rates
were fixed upon. however, the depression set in and the cost of living.
among other things, began a rapid descent. Tlw result is that for more
than two years Maine students boarding ill the dormitories have been
paving more for board at the same time that other costs have been going
downward.
The proper answer to such a situation is ohuvit ins—a revision in dorm-
itory rates should be made. And tins time they .114)111(1 be lowered.
Several letters appearing in the Campus recently have shown that
conditions in the dormitories are not altogether satisfactory. This dis-
satisfaction might, of course. be attributed to the usual depression of
mid-winter dullness and final examinations. It cannot lie denied, how-
ever. that rates have been lowered in several of the Nimes in ( )rlitui where
students are regularly taken to board, or that other colleges have taken
steps to lower the charges.
Following an investigation, the Trustees of the Ohio State Univer-
sity last week voted to lower the rates in three of the dormitories at that
institution. This will mean a saving of from $()0 to $80 per year to each
student concerned. It will mean a saving of about $20.000 per (ear in
the aggregate tip students and parents.
This is a substantial saying. It could be used in Maine as well as in
Ohio. The question of cost is an important one to many of the students.
and this university is supported by the state in order to place the benefits
of education within reach of as many students as possible. It should be
conducted as ecom anically as peissible. and with the decided drep in the
cost of living, there is !workably no better way to do this than to lower
the present dormitory rates.
ARE YOU A SUCKER?
Are you allowing yourself to be influenced by the stories in the news-
papers. tales of pulling down American flags. tales of the capture of an
American lad by Japanese regulars, and stories of the grave dangers
threatening Americans in Shanghai? 1)11 you feel patriotic when Truman
Carewe on the radio from 114)stoin plays "1 wyer There." "Iiinky-Ditiky-
Parley-Voo." and "Break the News to Mother"? IN) you applaud loudly.
when pictures of "( (dory" are thrown oil the screen between the conic-
dy and the passii mate love picture? If you do. beware. lest you find your-
self being cheered by the bystanders as you march down the streets of
San Francisco enroute to blood-smeared Shanghai.
Think for a minute. Notice that with the stories 4 of increased fighting
in China and keener interest shown by England. Italy. and France come
stories of the rising value of stocks in Savage Arms. Colt Eireanns.
United States Steel, Bethlehem Steel. not to mention oil stocks. munitions
stocks, and clothing stocks. I k you think it possible that anybody in this
cuiuntry would want the United States tu i go t). war ? vi in think it
possible that if anybody did want war he could influence the foods of
public thought, namely, the neu simpers. the radio broadcasts. and the
movies?
All we have to say is : Keep your head. try Si' read between the lines.
and 11().\"r LET OTHERS 1:(1101 rtlf*R iriX/fiNs.
J. E. D.
The large number of Prism phtifiigraphs f.ir last week
which were not taken for one reasim or am alter indicates that soinething
should be done to improve the present system. The tact that those %e h))
arrived for the pictures scheduled for the first part iif the afternoon. only
tei find that the place for taking the pictures had been moved froim , u ..111,11n1
lall to the Armory, and that the Ann4 try was 14ICked. can liardl be Named
for not getting their picture taken as scheduled. The setting of pictures
for one i'clock. the time when 'mist fraternities and (It militia-Ws are serv-
ing their Sunday dinner. also places members of the group at a great dis-
advantage. It is not surprising that this results in so few arrivals that
the picture has to be postponed—and those who have cenne must return
at sonic later date. It can only be expected that loud complaints will be
heard from a person who has reported according to schedule for four
times. only to have each of the pictures postponed.
LET'S TRY IT HERE
Hamilton, N. Y.—t111)-4,2eorge Saler
by of New N'ork, a sophomore at Colgate
University. was awarded the silver loving
cup for growing the longest beard in a
competition with other undergraduates at
the university. Just a couple of hairs
,behind came Malrtilm Walker of Utica.
who got second prise. Sakeby's heard
was an inch king.
The library will not be open Fri-
day evening, Saturday afternoon,
or Sunday afternoon and evening
of this week.
he group 'ii home economics seniors
who have hero is tug in North Hall dur-
ing the pant semester will move out to-
morrow to make ro4pm for the ,tlier half
of the thi•s. who will spend the spring
semester there.
CORRESPONDENCE STUDENT PAPER
RAPS MILITARYiThe correspondence coluons of The Campus•re open to the public on pertinent subjects,and letters are welcomed All letters should ,
be signed with the author's real same, but •
pen name will be used in publication of the ,
letter if desired The ideas stated in these ,
columns are not necessarily those of The Cam- ,
pus and should not he so considered The edi-
tor reserves the right to 'withhold •ny letter
eit • pail of any letter I
Editor of The Maine CUMPII.1
Orono. Maine
Dear Editor,
The discussion on military training in
the Jan. 14th and 20th issues of the Cam-
pus was of considerable interest to me.
The Editor struck a true note,when he
called the participants back to the real
point at issue—should the policy of com-
pulsory military training at Maine be
altered to permit the student an option.
Apparently the I.egislature and also the
authorities of the University have deemed
the compulsory feature to be of sufficient
value to warrant imposing it upon a stu-
dent body more or less antagonistic to it.
The reasons for this somewhat severe
stand on the part of the authorities are
perhaps not readily perceivable.
A brief review of history will reveal
them. The United States, due to its com-
parative isolation, has never felt the need
of a large standing army or of strong
national defenses. Its constitution pro-
vided for. what was at its inception, a rad-
ically decentralized Federal Government,
tending to leave a great part of the normal
power of such a Government in the hands
of the states.
These two factors, amine others, have
meant that always in the past our country
has been woefully unprepared when it
found itself drawn into a war. For the
small regular army and unreliable state
militias were entirely inadequate and raw
recruits had to be called upon, meaning
time lost in training and even the throw-
ing of only partially trained troops into
the fiercest of fighting.
Unpreparedness has obviously mu it kept
us out of war, but has meant the unneces-
sary loss if thousands of lives and the
destruction of millions of dollars worth
of property, through the prolongation of
wars.
Our people have gradually come to be-
lieve that unpreparedness is far from a
virtue and along with a strengthening of
the National Government in all depart-
ments has come a swing towards national
preparedness for emergencies culminating
in the National Defense Act.
Under this act, as any army man will
agree. the Officers Reserve Corps. O.R.C.
and the Reserve Officers Training Corps.
R.O.T.C. are most vital elements. They
are designed to furnish a skeleton civilian
army partially prepared and organized.
placing us. in the event of an emergency.
several months in advance of any policy
which we have pursued in the past.
Now then, having learned by sad ex-
perience the waste of unpreparedness and
consequently the need for reasonable
measures of preparedness can we afford
to throw away or in any way weaken the
best plan that a century and a half of
national life has given us? Weakening
it materially is exactly what the change
from compulsory to optional military
training in any college means. For the
college student in peace time is the same
as any other citizen and forgets his obliga-
tions as a patriotic citizen and will not
register for a course, if he be allowed an
option, which entails the wearing of a
more or less uncomfortable uniform and
submission to a somewhat rigorous dis-
cipline along with the countless other
scores chalked up against the training
course. A few would sign up, to be sure.
but the majority would take the line of
least resistance and pass it up along with
advanced calculus.
Thus optional military training has and
will deal a severe blow to our civilian
army and mean a grave linos to our sys-
tem of national defense—which, from a
military standpoint, is far from all that
could be desired in view of world condi-
tions.
It is for this reason that your State Leg-
islature and your college authorities have
not seen tit to change the ruling in spite
of the fact that a majority of the students.
without thinking very deeply into the
matter, but thinking only of their own
convenience. would probably desire the
change.
Now we come to the caw of the truly
conscientious objector. Ile bases his stand
on religious belief and personal conscience.
Mostly tin the former in the case of a
college student. He is perfectly welcome
and entitled to his way of thinking and
his sincere opinion should he tolerated and
respected as such. But he is of a very
small minority and such being the case
that opinion does not carry tremendous
weight.
The objector came to Maine knowing
that such a system was in effect. He was
willing too accept the charity of the state
which put the system into effect and is
convinced of its value. in the matter of
an education. Yet, is not tolerant enough ,
of the convictions of that state to go!
again his own for a few hours a week
during his first two years. Mind you,
they do not ask him to go to war, they do
not ask him even to take an oath of
willingness to defend his country. They I
!imply ask hem to prepare himself and
help them prepare for an emergency. I
It appears that he is asking altogether
Columbus, 0.--(1P)—The now ancieilr
controversy over military training at Oh •
State University took a new turn when
the Ohio American Legion adopted a res-
olution declaring that such training is a
part of the curriculum of land grant col-
leges and that, as long as it is, officials
of the university are to be commended
for carrying on and not bowing to "loud
and noisy minority."
Military training is valuable, the Legion
said, not as a means of training for war
but because it teaches self protection.
Meanwhile editors of the New Free I
‘'oice. an off campus student publication
which ridicules the "administration con-
trolled" Ohio State Lantern. official uni-
versity publication, delivered to the cam-
pus their latest issue, criticising Dr.
George W. Rightmire, president, for not
putting into practice his convictions
against military drill. The sheet quoted ,
a dispatch from Chicago to the Christian ;
Science Monitor on Dr. Rightmire's pro- '
posal to the Association of Land Grant
Colleges that compulsory peace trainiilL:
be substituted for compulsory war trai
ing.
"Asked in an interview if he thought
such a course might offer training just as
patriotic as the military course, Dr.
Rightmire answered. 'probably more so.'"
the article quoted the Monitor as saying.
"Yes, Dr. Rightmire has a conviction,"
commented the student publication. "Per- ;
haps. We will know definitely when he
makes an open and sincere effort to put
his splendid idea into practice."
In The Library
One of the most lascinatnig phases of
the economic development of any countrs
is the story of its shipping industry. New ;
England. Maine in particular, is famous ;
for its shipyards, old time sailing vessels
and sea-captains. Among the recent ad- •
ditions to the collection of books at the
library on ships and shipbuilding are the
following.
The Baltimore Clipper by H. I. Chapelle.
A fascinating story of these first ships
which were built for speed rather than
carrying capacity.
China Clippers: Blackwell Frigates:
Log of the Cully Sark by A. B. Lubbock.
These books contain descriptions of
both Yankee and British sailing ships and
clippers and give thrilling stories of the
famous sailing races particularly the "tea-
races."
Colonial Clippers by A. B. Lubbock.
This contains an account of one of the
most famous clippers ever built in Maine,
the Red Jacket.
The Powneasters by A. B. Lubbock.
Of about 250 vessels of the deep water
sailing type described here over 200 were
built in Maine shipyards.
Greyhounds of the Sea by Carl Cutler.
Tells the story of the rise and fall of the
American clipperships, the romance of
their building and facts about their build-
ers. It contains excellent material on
Maine clippers.
Hine to Make Old-Time ship modets by
Edward W. Hobbs.
Sailing ship moo,* by R. M. Nance.
The first contains good directions for
making ship models, the latter contains
descriptions and plates of outstanding
models from European and American col-
lections.
Old Sadimg Ships of New England.
Full page plates with brief descriptions
of sailing ships built in New England, in-
cluding many from Maine.
Reminiscences of is Yarmouth Schoof Roy
by Edward C. Plummer.
Yarmouth was a great shipbuilding
center in the seventies and this book con
tains excellent descriptions of the ship-
yards and the budding and launching of
vessels.
Sailing .ships of War by Sir Alan Moore.
Excellent plates and descriptive matter
of American and British war ships from
1000-1060.
True Tales of the Sea by Edward C.
Plummes. •
A book of true stories if Maine built
and managed ships of long ago. It is
written by a Maine man, who is now
Vice Chairman of the United States Ship-
ping Board.
too much of the rest of us and is unwilling
to yield an inch himself.
Of course this discussion might go on
and enter into a discussion of the general
governmental policy of dealing with the
national security. There are other poll-
ire's than that in effect now. War is an
international crime. Far from looking
IT it, we plan to guard against it in the
hest way experience has taught us. That
way includes compulsory military training
in the colleges Our government is ex-
perimenting with other policies constantly.
Lately some of these experiments appear
to have been rank failures Until another
system has definitely proven itself moire
effectis c are we not foolish to change?
R C. O'Connor '29
••••.,
The Maine Snoopus
By now you can't 15os•Ihi2. last ii rc than t C
to take and that ain't so awful, so you can begin to
crawl out of the fog, and think about shaving again
sometime in the near future, and maybe getting a
hair-cut. And there's a stag dance this ueek-etit
and two or three house parties—it won't take ci-
long to recover"  The time record of the week
was broken by the girl who worked from 1:30 to
5:15 on an exam! And that's the gospel truth too!
But she was a freshman so we'll let it pass....I don't think I've heard anyone
worrying lately about whether we're going to have any winter or not! Didn't
you know that as soon as Prism pictures were scheduled and we had to plough
way over to the Armory two or three times a day that we'd have some snow
and some ice and some wind—especially wind"  We witnessed a neat little
drama t'other day. Setting: Near book store; Scene: Big puddle and just
enough ice; Star (a falling star too) : Franny Knight; Action: Mostly fall-
ing; Catastrophe: Wet f(r)anny ; Conclusion: Drippy final. That little drama
is just one in a hundred that take place on our fair campus every day—life in
the rough—or perhaps life on the smooth would be more appropriate..
Pretty soft when you can substitute a dummy for a dumb-bell in a tuff final—
we're still wondering who Joe Brown usual the faculty padlocked
and double-padlocked their old exams so that the poor little studes couldn't
find 'em, which was very very mean of the faculty. We could ask an em-
barrassing question or two—such as what did so-and-so know about Con-
gress. And how??? Especially how!! But we won't! We got some
scruples, and besides, we feel that way too What we'd call taking a mean
advantage would be for the faculty to go off on a big bust—at Lucerne maybe
or some such place—in a camp perhaps or something like that—while we
poor devils are cramming our blooming heads off for finals. That would be
the height of rubbing-it-in. We hasten to add that of course, we aren't say-
ing they did or even would do such a thing—far be it from us to smear the
integrity of the faculty!! And besides having the afore-mentioned scruples,
we're discreet....Our sympathy goes to the freshettes—they're going to get
the sororities turned loose on 'ern in just about a week more!!! Which is
too had for everybody! And according to reports from Mt. Vernon and
the Maples—exam reports, we mean—it's going to be mighty slim pickin'
for said sororities.....If we're not greatly mistaken we've seen some old
familiar faces around. We know we've seen Bob Zot and we think we've
seen Jo Senuta! People are leaving us too. F'rinstance some of the well-
known five-year men. It seems one man's fur coat didn't even wait 'til exams
were over but departed immediately. The Phi Gams must be awfully sound
sleepers—or awfully trusting souls. And they are all late for exams now
that their timepieces have been removed Now to cram for that last
lilankety-blank final—
THREE MAINE ALUMNI
THROW HATS IN RING
-~
Three Maine graduates are candidates
for governor in the primary elections to
be held this June. Lewis 0. Barrow's '1()
of Newport is on the Republican ticket and
has served three terms as a member of the
executive council and three terms as a
member of the Republican state commit-
tee. Louis G. Brann '98 of Lewiston has
held the office of mayor in that city as
well as other positions. Mr. Brann is a
Democrat. James B. Perkins, a graduate
of the Maine 1.aw School in 1909, was
formerly a member of the Maine Legis-
lature as a democrat and has also been a
Federal enforcement agent.
Frank P. Washburn, State Commis-
sioner of Agriculture, who is a candidate
for governor in the Republican primaries,
is a trustee of the University.
PSYCHIATRIST GIVES
COMFORTING THOUGHT
New York—t IP —If the old man has
kicked recently about your grades, or your
failure to attain a job as college presi-
dent, clip this out and send it to him.
Dr. Frankwood E. Williams. psychi-
atrist. is responsible for the most recent
blast at the hopes of parents who think
Willie is bound to be next president of
the U. S., or at least a great artist or
writer as second choice.
"Parents may not talk about such ambi-
tions for their children," he said, "but
nevertheless they plan, push and demand
that their children shall do thus and so in
line with such silliness. Their children
may have a genius among them, of course,
but it is far more likely that every one
of them will turn out to be just decent,
ordinarily fine, average adults like the rest
of us."
CHURCH NOTICE
Methodist Episcopal Church
"Swords for Moral Rattles.' is the
theme of the sermon at the Methodist
Church. Sunday morning. Feb. 7, Mr.
Berlew speaking.
The High School Emsorth I.eague
meets at 5:45.
Charlie O'Conniir has been secured as
the Student Forum speaker. This meet-
ing follims the Fellowship HI lin at the
1Vesley !louse and will begin at 7 :311. The
‘Vesley Foundation Student Council and
Committees will meet immediately at the
close of the Forum.
Fellowship Church
Charles M. Sharpe. Minister
February 7
10:30 A.M. Regular Service of Worship.
Sermon theme for the day—"Mind
Your Eye!" Being a study in moral and
spiritual "Optics".
Mrs. Gordon Noyes, violinist, will he
the soloist.
7 to 9 P.M. Sunday evening Pow-wow
of the tribe of the Ahenakis at the Manse
Illustrated talk by Dr. Sharpe, "With
the Poilus on the Manse Front." Usual
social good time. All students welcome,
with their friends.
W. B. RICE IS SPEAKER
ON FORESTRY PROGRAM
The annual series of lectures on the
United States Forest Service to be given
here on Feb. 10. 11, and 12 will be deliv-
ered this year by %V. B. Rice. forest sup-
ervisor for the Payette National Forest,
Boise, Idaho.
Professor Rice is eminently qualified
to talk about forestry, having spent nearly
twenty years in this work. He was grad-
uated from Yale in 1912 and for the next
nine years worked as forest examiner at
the regional office at Ogden, Utah. Dur-
ing this time he visited practically all of
the twenty-six forests in that region. Land
classification and forest homestead svork
with some time spent in timber reconnais-
sance comprised for the most part his
work during that time.
In 1922 he was appointed supervisor of
Weiser Forest. Three years later he be-
came supervisor of Payette Forest, and
has served there until now.
Professor Rice during his stay at the
university as well as lecturing will have
conferences with members of the forestry'
staff and forestry students.
"LADIES OF THE JURY"
TO BE GIVEN MARCH 3
"Ladies of the Jury", which has been
featured at one of the Bangor theatres
this week will be presented by the Maine
Masque in Alumni hall on March 3. Try-
outs for parts in this next production it
the local dramatic society have been held
each afternoon of this week, and will be
held tomorrow afternoon and Saturday.
The play will be presented under the di-
rection of Professor Mark Bailey of the
Department of Public Speaking.
This Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock
the subject "Judaism" will be discussed
at the Wesley Foundation Student Forum
in the %Vesley House. The main talk ot
the evening will he given by Morris Rubin.
a Jewish teacher. The student forum
committee consists of: Ruth %Valenta.
chairman, Philip Brockway, Shirley
Young, Marjorie Griffin, Dorothy Davis.
Winifred Cushing. Francis %forting. and
Rev. Herman Renew.
"Kek" Aldrich of Phi Mu Delta
was injured while skling last Thursday
has had the stitches removed from lit'
knee and is again attending classes.
Oscar Fellows of Phi Gamma Delta
spent the weekend in Boston where he at-
tended the Simmons College dance.
Bob Osgood and Don Corbett are mot
oring to Boston over the weekend.
who
According to a recent announcement
made by Irving Pierce, faculty adviser
of the sophomore class, that organization
saved over $300 last year. As a rests' t
of this saving, due largely to the good
conduct of the class at their freshman
banquet in Bangor last spring. the (la—
dues for this year are a dollar less than
usual.
There will be a meeting of the Polo!,
scot Valley Alumni Association at Dahl-
berg's Hall. Bangor, at (s:45 P.M.. Fe!
ruary 9.
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BERYL BRYANT '31 ENGAGED
TO DEXTER MAN
\tusaniccownt was made )esterilay ot
,• engagement of Beryl E. Bryant. '31.
114 Seventh Street, Bangor. to Norman
Plouff of Dexter. Miss Bryant, form-
t? humor editor of The Maine Campus.
'A 4. active in athletic, literary, and schol-
„•tic circles while at the university. She
1, a member of Chi Omega Sorority and
: Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psychol-
•‘• siicietv. Since her graduation last
lime she has been employed by The Ban-
.
r Paily News.
SIGMA NU HOUSE PARTY
.1n informal dance will be held CC Fri-
night of this week end at Sigma Nu..
Deorge Soloman is chairman of the com-
mittee in charge of the event and Smith
.1:11es. Orchestra will furnish the music.
Mr. and Mrs. James Moreland will be the
,haperons.
STAG DANCE
A novelty stag dance will be held in
Alunmi Gym tomorrow night under the
auspices of Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary
psychology society. Special plans have
made for the event, which is to come
in the no-man's-land between the end of
the fall and beg g of the spring se-
mesters.
Cecil G. Fielder, general secretary of
the Maine Christian Association is in
chicago this week attending the Baptist
l'inversity Pastors' Conference there
fr•mt February 5 to 9.
VEAYO '31 CONDUCTS
CONCERT IN HOULTON
Galen 1. Veayo, '31, is director of the
Community Music Festival, which will be
presented in Houlton tonight. In addi-
tion to planning the concert to develop
a closer spirit of co-operation between
the schools and community of Houlton.
Veayo personally conducts the high school
orchestra which will take a large part in
the festival. In his one year's work with
his new charges the Maine alunums has
developed a group of musicians, which
j has received commendations throughout
the state.
SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN FOR
MISS CO-ED 1935
New York— I, I P iss Co-ed 1935
still be taller, heavier. stronger and health-
ier than Miss Co-ed 1925, tests made at
Barnard College have revealed. The pre-
diction is made from the trend observed
in the last few years at the college. The
tabulated results are:
Miss 1935 Miss 1925
Height 64.33 in. 63.79 in.
Weight 124.18 lbs. 122.98 lbs.
Grip 7010 lbs. 57.11 lbs.
Lung Capy. 192.00 Cu. ill. 179.00 cu. in.
THETA CHI HOUSE PARTY
The Theta Chi fraternity is holding an
informal house party Friday evening.
Captain and Mrs. Hugh Ware and Mrs.
Alice Witherly, matron, are to be the
chaperons. The committee in charge of
the house party is Edward Patten. Robert
Ingraham and Wirt Brown.
Faculty News
I I
Professor A. S. Hill of the Department
Electrical Engineering, is cooperating
with the engineering staff of The Reliance
Electric and Engineering Company of
Cleveland. Ohio. in studies relating to the
design of electrical machinery. One of
these investigations involves tests on fan-
cooled motors which are being conducted
hy Mr. Edwin C. Guptal. a graduate stu-
dent in electrical engineering, in connec-
tion with his master's thesis on Thermal
Problems in Electrical Machinery.
During the vacation there arrived for
the Crosby Mechanical Laboratory a hun-
dred horsepower pressure-compound
steam turbine and a surface condenser
which will handle 4000 pounds of steam
per hour at one pound absolute pressure.
The condenser will be used in connection
with the steam turbine and the triple ex-
pansion marine engine which are already
in the laboratory, and a unitlow steam en-
gine which has been ordered.
Professor E. L. Roberts and Mr. W. H.
Bliss, of the Department of Electrical
Engineering, are arranging to undertake
•••me research work for the Power Trans-
former Department of the General Elec-
tric Company on the "Variation of the
Dielectric Loss in Various Kinds of
Transformer Insulation.”
Dean Cloke, with Professors Evans,
Leavitt. Lyon, Mr. J. C. Twinem and Mr.
Pratt of the Civil Engineering Depart-
ment. and Mr. Tom Clark. city engineer
of Old Town, attended the dinner meeting
of the Maine Association of Engineers
held at the Hotel North at Augusta on
January 21, 1932.
Dean Paul Cloke and Professor A. S.
Hill of the Department of Electrical En-
gineering were in New York last week
attending the Mid-winter Convention of
e 
.%merican Institution of Electrical En-
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
STARTED BY YALE
New Haven, Conn.---41P)—An organi-
zation to be called the North Atlantic
Student League of International Co-oper-
ation, designed eventually to embrace col-
leges, universities and secondary schools
in the United States. Canada. Newfound-
land and England, has been perfected at
Yale University.
Participating in the initial organization
were groups from Yale. Smith College.
Wesleyan University, Trinity College.
Connecticut School for Women, the Con-
necticut State Normal School of Danbury
and the Hartford Theological Seminary.
Prominent in the work of organization
of the association was Sir Wilfred Gren-
fell, medical missionary to Labrador.
Harvey P. Sleeper. U. of M. '15, Pro-
tection Engineer with the Public Service
Corporation, Newark, N. J.. as Editor-in-
Chief has recently edited a new edition
of The National Electric Light Associa-
tion's "Relay Handbook and Supplement."
This is a book of 1406 pages, 55 tables,
1017 illustrations and is used by the light
and power industry as the source of au-
thority on Relay Protection.
Mr. Sleeper has taken an active part in
protection engineering since graduatii.•
from the University and is now one oi
the internationally known authorities on ,
this subject.
Prof. Geo. E. Simmons of the agron-
omy department attended a recent meeting
of the Kennebec Pomona Grange at Wm
slow and gave a talk on the subject. "Our
Soils."
Prof. J. R. Smyth of the poultry de-
partment delivered a lecture on poultry
problems at a meeting of the Kenduskeag
Valley Grange. Friday. January 29.
GENEVA DESPATCHES TO BE HELD IN MARCH
The Child Health Institute sponsored
Special despatches direct from Geneva by the Maine Child Health Council will
will be sent to The Casniou with stories be held in connection with Farm and
of the proceedings of the Disarmament • }Ionic Week at the university March 30-
Conference there, by James F. Green. of
Yale who is special correspondent of the
Intercollegiate Disarmament Council.
Green. who also sailed last week, is the
first college student ever to represent his
group at such a world event. He plans to
send from Geneva a series of articles to
be written from a college student's view-
point especially for college student read-
ing.
AUTO HITS TREE NEAR
CAMPUS WAITING ROOM
A Pontiac coach tieliinging to I iiiincr
D. Hatch, 5 state Street, South Brewer.
was badly damaged Monday evening
when it crashed into a tree near the wait-
ing station at the entrance to the campus
opposite the Sigma Alpha Epsilon House.
Hatch was proceeding northward and
turned into the university drive when he
hit a patch of ice and skidded into a tree.
The fenders, running board and the roof
of the car were completely demolished on
one side. The car was removed to Hay-
erlock's garage on Main Street.
An accident of minor importance oc-
curred late Monday afternoon when a
car parked in front of the residence of
Professor Brann of the chemistry depart-
ment in College Avenue. was struck in
the rear by another car. The damaged
automobile was taken to the University
Motor repair shop.
COLLEGE SLANG IS DEAD--
0. K.
Northampton, Mass. 
---I 1 P —
College students, once past masters
at the creation of new slang words,
are now mostly imitators in that
respect, according to Dean Mar-
jorie Nicolson of Smith College.
Dean Nicolson is no enetny of
slang, which, she says, is accepted
as a natural part of our language,
even by scholars, because it is brief
and pungent.
In a recent chapel talk to the un-
dergraduates here Dean Nicolson
asserted that the same old slang
words prevail throughout the coun-
try. There was a period, she said,
when college students used to set
the pace, while now they seem con-
tent to imitate.
Until they can come across with
something better than "OK" and
"KO", they might as well say
"yes", she declared, in effect.
Fire extinguishers in all the building
on the campus are twine refilled thi. \%,
31, A. I.. Deering. chairman of the Child
health Council. announced this week.
At a meeting held here last week, plans
were developed to present a program on
the following major divisions: The child
and the church; the child and the home:
the child and the school and the child
and the co llllll ttnity. Demonstrations and
lectures will be used to forward each di-
vision of the program. Mr. Deering
further stated that they hope to secure a
professional worker such as a doctor or
nurse for a part of each program.
Cloke Reports Unemployment
Well in Hand
(Continued from Page Out)
is cooperating with the American Engi-
neering Council.
Mr. Hopkins. who is actively engaged
in the relief work in Waterville, reports
that the plan which they have adopted
there has been copied in other towns in
Maine and also used in other states
Money is raised by public subscription
and jobs are created by Public Works,
sewers, water mains, etc. This plan was
later adopted by Lewiston-Auburn where
Mr. Cook is actively engaged in the same
type of work. These men all report that
the unemployment situation is being
handled very satisfactorily in the towns
mentioned.
Mr. Haggas reported for the Electrical
Power Industry that conditions were gen-
erally satisfactory. There is, of course,
no new construction and it has been neces-
sary to discharge men in this department.
Dr. Brautlerht, who was requested to
report on the Pulp and Paper and Textile
Industries in Maine, since he is very wide-
ly acquainted in these industries, stated
that while in some localities activity was
very waxl indeed, in others it was very
bad. In the Lewiston-Auburn District
conditions are apparently quite satisfac-
tory at the present time. Two more mills
have recently moved in there, as well as
a new mill at Saco. These have given
employment to quite a number of men.
In Bangor the work is not in charge of
any engineer, and has not been organized
along any of the lines just mentioned. As
near as can be ascertained it is put on a
basis if appeal to the individual to have
any ofkl jobs done around the house that
are necessary.
BE A NEWSPAPER
CORRESPONDENT
An) tnteilleent person may earn money
cortet.itot.diog for nerrspairers; all or
spare time; experience unnecessary;
no canvassing; send for free booklet;
tells how. fleacnck, Room V% Dun
Bkla.. Buffalo, N. Y.
•
President H. S. Boardman returned tol
the campus Monday night after a ten day
business trip through Boston, New York,
Newark, Philadelphia. Baltimore, and
Washington. •
Why Men Prefer Maine
A Complete
Line of
FRIENDLY FIVE
SHOES $5.00
Whether for Formal,
Street Wear, or Rainy
Weather
We have them in Friendly Fives at $5.00—Ask to see the
Special Waterproof Imported Zug Grain Shoes by
Friendly Five also at $5.00
GOLDSMITH'S
10111ELL Si., OftoNo
Next to Post Office
•
•
•
F. W. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Feed
jobbing
Tel. 77
SODAS
CANDIES
COLLEGE ICES
MEALS
DID YOU SAY EATS?
Farnsworth 's Confectionoy
Mill St.
HOME PASTRIES
SPECIALIZE IN SANDWICHES
 wwsle
Pioneer Engraving Co.
le PHOTO-ENGRAVERS 11?
Kr 1,3 Ev•ha„,:i.St.. Ban!rilli•
MANY STUDENTS IN
BANGOR SYMPHONY
The University of Maine is well rep-
resented in the Bangor Symphony Orches-
tra. The orchestra includes thirteen alum-
ni and nine students of the University.
The student members are Harold 0.
Doe, the concert-master, Hyman. Emple.
Sydney S. /loos, Irving Grodinsky, Shir-
ley C. Young, Lewis W. Barrett. Linwood
J. Bowen and Carl S. Beaumann.
The alumni members include well-
known business and professional people
in Bangor. They are Dr. Earl S. Mer-
rill, Paul E. Atwcxxl, W. Alonzo John-
son, Edith Bowen, James D. Maxwell,
Gladys H. Merrill, W. McCrillis Saw-
yer. langdon J. Freese, Dr. Harold E.
Pressey, 11. 0. Drummond, Winfield
Sawyer and Francis G. Shaw. Professor
Adelbert W. Sprague of the University
faculty, is conductor of the Bangor Sym-
phony Orchestra.
Edmund "Rip" Black. former Olympic
man and now attached to the Boston AU..
is expected to shine this winter in the 3a
pound weight. The A.U. officials decided
to adopt this event for winter programs
at their recent meeting in Kansas City.
Hello—is this Dot? Well, I
just wanted to ask you what
you were going to wear to the
Sigma Mu Sigma Stag Dance
Friday night—and what time
are you going? You know if
you buy your ticket at a cer-
tain time between 8:30 and
9:30 you get a prize—yes, and
there's a prize spot dance too!
Besides, it's a Leap Year
dance! I wouldn't miss it,
would you? Everybody'll be
there—with finals over and
everything! I'll see you over
there—'bye.
SPECIAL
for one week
Two Neckties
Cleaned and Pressed
FREE
You save 30e
with every suit or overcoat
Sponged and Pressed
Our same reliable
QUALITY AND SERVICE
BILL RILEY 1
CLEA
Ilangiir
You can get your
VALENTINE
PARTY
CANDIES
and
DECORATIONS
at
PARK'S VARIETY
Mut si
Ii
Gov. Gardiner to Speak Here
(Coestimod from Page Ot&e)
has not as yet announced the subject ot
his speech which will be deli‘ered at tell
o'clock in the morning. The meeting will
be conducted by Arthur I. Deering. di-
rector of the Extension Service, oho
graduated with the Class of 1912.
The conference has been under way here
for the past three days, having started
Tuesday. Florence L. Jenkins state su-
pervisor of home economics of the Maine
Department of Education delivered an
address on "Cooperative Opportunities
in Extension and Teaching."
Dr. Joseph A. Chucka, associate biolo-
gist of the experiment station delivered
four lectures on soil chemistry, and W. P.
Davis, manager of the New England Milk
Producer's Association spoke before the
county agent group on the topic "The
Milk Market Situation."
Those attending the oniventiiiiii here in-
clude agricultural, home demonstration.
and club agents.
Strad Theatre
Cut out arid hang up
Thurs., Feb. 4
Last showing to-slay
"THE CHAMP"
Fri., Feb. 5
"THE UNHOLY GARDEN"
With Ronald Colman
Sat., Feb. 6
"WATERLOO BRIDGE"
With Mae Clarke, Kent Douglas, Enid
Bennett and others
Mon., Feb. 8
(ieorge Arliss
in
"01.1) ENGLISH"
worth seeing again
Tues., Feb. 9
"BLONDE CRAZY"
with
James Cavity and all star cast
Wed., Feb. 10
"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN"
With Miriam Hopkins who starred in
Dr. Jekyll, and Phillips Holmes and
tither stars
Thurs., Feb. 11
"DANCE TEAM"
with James Duem and Sally Filers
Very emitertaim,iuig FREE a photo of
James Dunn to the first 250 attending
evening performance
SPECIAL
This Week Only
Suits Cleaned and Pressed
CRAIG The Tailor
• 
DANCE PROGRAMS
_
BACON PRINTING CO.
Producers of Fine Printing
22 STATE Si., BANtalt, Ma.
that EXTRA something ....
CLICQUOT
has it!
L
IT'S that smoother, richer
m•Ilow•r flavor that mak•s
Clicquot Club the fair-haired
favorit• of many a campus
party. It blends well with any
company because it is a per-
fect blend itself.
CLICQUOT CLUB
IGINGIER ALES
(gale Chy - (lisolden
gAree gavorite giavors on any Campus
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TIME FOR A CHANGE
When business was booming and prices were high back in 1929. the
Trustees of the University voted to raise the price of board in the dormi-
tories two dollars per week. No serious protests were raised, and the
higher prices have been paid since that time. Shortly alter the new rates
were fixed upon. however. the depression set in and the cost of living.
among other things. began a rapid descent. The result is that for more
than two sears Maine students boarding in the dormitories have been
paying more for board at the same time that other costs have been going
downsvard.
The proper answer to such a situation is obvious—a revision in dorm-
itory rates should be made. And this time they should be lowered.
Several letters appearing in the Campus recently have shown that
conditions in the dormitories are not altogether satisfactory. This dis-
satisfaction might. of course, be attributed to the usual depression of
mid-winter dullness and final examinations. It cannot be denied, how-
ever, that rates have been lowered in several of the homes in ( )rono where
students are regularly taken to board, or that other colleges have taken
steps to lower the charges.
Following an investigation, the Trustees of the Ohio State Univer-
sity last week voted to lower the rates in three of the dormitories at that
institution. This will mean a saving of from $60 to $80 per year to each
student concerned. It will mean a saving of about $20.000 per year in
the aggregate to students and parents.
This is a substantial saving. It could be used in Maine as well as in
Ohio. The question of cost is an important one to many of the students,
and this university is supported by the state in order to place the benefits
of education within reach of as many students as possible. It should be
cionducted as economically as poissible. and with the decided drop in the
cost of living, there is probably no better way to do this than to lower
the present dormitory rates.
ARE YOU A SUCKER?
Are you allowing yontrself to be influenced by the sto Dries in the news-
papers, tales of pulling doss n American flags. tales of the capture of an
American lad by Japanese regulars. and stowies of the grave dangers
threatening .Ninericans in Shanghai? you feel patriotic when Truman
Carewe on tin. radio front in plays "Over There," "Ilinky-Dinky-
Parley-Vito." and "Break the News to Mother"? I bi you applaud loudly
when pictures of "( try" are thrown on the screen between the come-
dy and the passionate boa. picture? Ii you do, beware. lest y,•ti find your-
self being cheered by the bystanders as you march down the streets of
San Francisco enniute ti blimml-smeared Shanghai.
Think for a minute. Notice that with the stories of increased lighting
in China and keener interest shown by England. Italy, and France come
stories of the rising value of stocks in Savage Arms. Colt Firearms.
United States Steel, Bethlehem Steel. not to mention) oil sto Pas. munitio ins
stocks, and clothing stocks. Ho you think it possible that anylxxlv in this
country would want the United States to go toi war ? I hi vim think it
possible that if anybody did want war he could influence the foods of
public thought. namely. the newspapers. the radio broadcasts. and the
movies?
All we have to say is : keep your head, try. to read 1,0;ceett the finis.
am! PON'T LET OTHERS 1:1 0R.11 }.0('R ()PINI( INS.
j. I).
The large number if Prim); photographs scheduled it .r last ‘seek
which were not taken for one ream in or another indicates that something
should be done to improve the present system. The tact that those who
arrived for the pictures scheduled for the first part of the afternoon, on1v
to find that the place fur taking the pictures hail been moved front Coburn
Hall to the Armory. and that the Armory was locked. can hardly be blamed
for not getting their picture taken as scheduled. The setting of pictures
for one o'clock. the time when most fraternities and dormitories are serv-
ing their Sunday dinner, also places members of the group at a great dis-
advantage. It is not surprising that this results in so few arrivals that
the picture has to be postponed—and those who have come must return
at some later date. It can only be expected that loud complaints will be
heard from a person who has reported according to schedule fir four
times, only to have each of the pictures postponed.
LET'S TRY IT HERE
Hamilton, N. Y.—t IP t—George Sako.
by of New York. a sophomore at Colgate
University. was awarded the silver loving
cup for growing the longest beard in a
competition with other undergraduates at
the university. Just a couple of hairs
behind came Malcolm Walker of Utica.
who got second prize. Saleeby's heard
was an inch king.
The library will not be open Fri-
day evening, Saturday afternoon,
or Sunday afternoon and evening
of this week.
Tlw group ot Ilotne economics seniors
who have been lising in North Hall dur-
ing the past semester will move out to-
morrow to make room for the other half
of the class. who will spend the spring
semester there.
et a part of any letter.)
Editor of I ke Maine canitt4,
Orono, Maine
Dear Editor.
The discussion on military training in
the Jan. 14th and 20th issues of the Cam-
pus was of considerable interest to me.
The Editor struck a true note when he
called the participants back to the real
point at issue—should the policy of com-
pulsory military training at Maine be
altered to permit the student an option.
Apparently the Legislature and also the
authorities of the University have deemed
the compulsory feature to be of sufficient
value to warrant imposing it upon a stu-
dent body more or less antagonistic to it.
The reasons fur this somewhat severe
stand on the part of the authorities are
perhaps not readily perceivable.
A brief review of history will reveal
them. The United States, due to its com-
parative isolation, has never felt the need
of a large standing army or of strong
national defenses. Its constitution pro-
vided for, what was at its inception, a rad-
ically decentralized Federal Government,
tending to leave a great part of the normal
powwr of such a Government in the hands
of the states.
These two factors, among others, have
meant that always in the past our country
has been woefully unprepared when it
found itself drawn into a war. For the
small regular army and unreliable state
militias were entirely inadequate and raw
recruits had to be called upon, meaning
time lost in training and even the throw-
ing of only partially trained troops into
the fiercest of fighting.
Unpreparedness has obviously not kept
us out of war, but has meant the unneces-
sary loss of thousands of lives and the
destruction of millions of dollars worth
of property, through the prolongation of
wars.
Our people have gradually conic to be-
lieve that unpreparedness is far from a
virtue and along with a strengthening of
the National Government in all depart-
ments has come a swing towards national
preparedness for emergencies culminating
in the National Defense Act.
Under this act, as any army man will
agree, the Officers Reserve Corps. O.R.C.
anti the Reserve Officers Training Corps.
ROTC. are most vital elements. They
are designed to furnish a skeleton civilian
army partially prepared and organized,
placing us. in the event of an emergency,
several months in advance of any policy
which we have pursued in the past.
Now then. having learned by sad ex-
perience the waste of unpreparedness and
consequently the need for reasonable
measures of preparedness can we afford
to throw away or in any way weaken the
best plan that a century and a half of
national life has given us? Weakening
it materially is exactly what the change
from compulsory to optional military
training in any college means. For the
college student in peace time is the same
as any other citizen and forgets his obliga-
tions as a patriotic citizen and will not
register for a course, if he he allowed an
option, which entails the wearing of a
more or less uncomfortable uniform and
subnUssion to a somewhat rigorous dis-
cipline alt tog with the countless I,ther
scores chalked up against the training
course. A few would sign up, to be sure.
but the majority would take the line td
least resistance and pass it up along with
advanced calculus.
Thus optional military training has and
will deal a severe blow to our civilian
army and mean a grave loss to our sys-
tem of national defense—which, from a
military standpoint, is far from all that
could be desired in view of world conch-
thins.
It is for this reason that your State Leg-
islature and your college authorities have
not seen tit to change the ruling in spite
of the fact that a majority of the students,
without thinking very deeply into the
matter, but thinking only of their own
convenience. would probably desire the
change.
Now we come to the case of the truly
conscientious objector. Ile bases his stand
on religious belief aml personal conscience.
Mostly on the former in the case of a
college student. Ile is perfectly welcome
anti entitled to his way of thinking and
his sincere opinion should he tolerated and
respected as such. But he is of a very
small minority and such being the case
that opinion does not carry tremendous
weight.
The objector came to Maine knowing
that such a system was in effect. He was
willing to accept the charity of the state
which put the system into effect and is
convinced of its value, in the matter of
an education. Yet, is not tolerant enough
of the convictions of that state to go
again his own for a few hours a week
during his first two years. Mind you,
they do not ask him to go to war, they do
not ask him es-en to take an oath of
willingness to defend his country. They
simply ask him to prepare himself and
help them prepare for an emergency.
It appears that he is asking altogether
STUDENT PAPER
RAPS MILITARY
Columbus, 0 ---11P j --The now ancient
controversy over military training at Ohio
State University took a new turn when
the Ohio American Legion adopted a res-
olution declaring that such training is a
part of the curriculum of land grant col-
leges and that, as long as it is, officials
of the university are to be commended
for carrying on and not bowing to "loud
and noisy minority."
Military training is valuable, the Legion
said, not as a means of training for war i
but because it teaches self protection- I
Meanwhile editors of the New Free
a'oice. an off campus student publication
which ridicules the "administration con-
trolled" Ohio State Lantern, official uni-
versity publication, delivered to the cam-
pus their latest issue, criticising Dr.
George W. Rightmire, president, for not
putting into practice his convictions
against military drill. The sheet quoted
a dispatch from Chicago to the Christian
Science Monitor on Dr. Rightmire's pro-
posal to the Association of Land Grant
Colleges that compulsory peace trainin2
be substituted for compulsory war tran:
ing.
"Asked in an interview if he thought
such a course might offer training just as
patriotic as the military course, Dr.
Rightmire answered, 'probably more so:
the article quoted the Monitor as saying.
"Yes, Dr. Rightmire has a conviction."
commented the student publication. "Per-
haps. We will know definitely when he
makes an open and sincere effort to put
his splendid idea into practice."
In The Library
One of the most fascinating phases of
the economic development of any country
is the story of its shipping industry. New
England. Maine in particular, is famous
for its shipyards, old time sailing vessels
and sea-captains. Among the recent ad-
ditions to the collection of books at the
library on ships and shipbuilding are the
following.
The Baltimore Clipper by H. 1. Chapelle.
A fascinating story of these first ships
which were built for speed rather than
carrying capacity.
China Clippers: Blackwell Frigates:
Log of the Cutty Sark by A. B. Lubbock.
These books contain descriptions of
both Yankee and British sailing ships and
clippers and give thrilling stories of the
famous sailing races particularly the "tea-
races."
Criforria/ Clippers by A. B. Lubbock.
This contains an account of one of the
most famous clippers ever built in Maine,
the Red Jacket.
The Downeasters by A. B. Lubbock.
Of aborit 250 vessels of the deep water
sailing type described here over 200 were
built in Maine shipyards.
Greyhounds of the Sea by Carl Cutler.
Tells the story of the rise and fall of the
American clipperships, the romance of
their building and facts about their build-
ers. It contains excellent material on
Maine clippers.
flow to Make Old-Time Ship Models by
Edward W. Hobbs.
Sailipig Ship Models by R. M. Nance.
The first contains good directions for
making ship models. the latter contains
descriptions and plates of outstanding
models from European and American col-
lections.
Old Sad* Ships of New England.
Full page plates with brief descriptions
of sailing ships built in New England, in-
cluding many from Maine.
Reminiscences of it Yarmouth School Boy
by Edward C. Plummer,
Yarmouth Was a great shipbuilding
center in the seventies and this book con
tam, excellent descriptions of the ship-
yards and the building and launching of
vessels.
SalliNg .ships of War by Sir Alan Moore.
Excellent plates and descriptive matter
of American and British war ships from
1800-
True Tales of the Sea by Edward C.
Plummes.
Si hook of true stories of Maine built
and managed ships of long ago. It is
written by a Maine man. who is now
Vice Chairman of the United States Ship-
ping Board.
too much of the rest of us and is unwilling
to yield an inch himself.
Of course this discussion might go on
land enter into a discussion of the general
governmental policy of dealing with the
national security. There are other poli-
o oes than that in effect now. War is an
international crime. Far from looking
for it, we plan to guard against it in the
best way experience has taught us. That
way includes compulsory military training
in the colleges. Our government is ex-
perimenting with other policies constantly.
Lately some of these experiments appear
to have been rank failures. Until another
system has definitely proven itself more
effective are we not foolish to change?
R. C. O'Connor '29
The Maine Snoopus
).1.1 can't possibly have more than two exanis
to take and that ain't so awful, so you can begin to
crawl out of the log, and think about shaving again
sometime in the near future, and maybe getting a
hair-cut. And there's a stag dance this week-end
and two or three house parties—it won't take us
long to recover"  The time record of the week
was broken by the girl who worked from 1:30 to
5:15 on an exam! And that's the gospel truth too!
But she was a freshman so we'll let it pass....I don't think I've heard anyone
worrying lately about whether we're going to have any winter or not! Didn't
you know that as soon as Prism pictures were scheduled and we had to plough
way over to the Armory two or three times a day that we'd have some snow
and some ice and some wind—especially wind"  We witnessed a neat little
drama fother day. Setting: Near book store; Scene: Big puddle and just
enough ice; Star (a falling star too): Franny Knight: Action: Mostly fall-
ing; Catastrophe: Wet f trfanny; Conclusion: Drippy final. That little drama
is just one in a hundred that take place on our fair campus every day—life in
the rough—or perhaps life on the smooth would be more appropriate....
Pretty soft when you can substitute a dummy for a dunib-bell in a tuff final—
we're still wondering who Joe Brown is.....-Is usual the faculty padlocked
and double-padlocked their old exams so that the poor little strides couldn't
find 'ern, which was very very mean of the faculty. We could ask an em-
barrassing question or two—such as what did so-and-so know about Con-
gress. And how??? Especially how!! But we won't! We got some
scruples, and besides, we feel that way too.....What we'd call taking a mean
advantage would be for the faculty to go off on a big bust—at Lucerne maybe
or some such place—in a camp perhaps or something like that—while we
poor devils are cramming our blooming heads off for finals. That would be
the height of rubbing-it-in. We hasten to add that of course, we aren't say-
ing they did or even would do such a thing—far be it from us to smear the
integrity of the faculty!! And besides having the afore-mentioned scruples,
we're discreet....Our sympathy goes to the freshettes—they're going to get
the sororities turned loose on 'em in just about a week more!!! Which is
too bad for everybody! And according to reports from Mt. Vernon and
the Maples—exam reports, we mean—it's going to be mighty slim pickin'
for said sororities.....If we're not greatly mistaken we've seen some old
familiar faces around. We know we've seen Bob Zot and we think we've
seen Jo Senuta! People are leaving us too. F'rinstance some of the well-
known five-year men. It seems one man's fur coat didn't even wait 'til exams
were over but departed immediately. The Phi Gams must be awfully sound
sleepers—or awfully trusting souls. And they are all late for exams now
that their timepieces have been removed. Now to cram for that last
1.1ankety-blank final—
THREE MAINE ALUMNI
THROW HATS IN RING
Three Maine graduates are candidates
for governor in the primary elections to
be held this June. Lewis 0. Barrows 'lb
of Newport is on the Republican ticket and
has served three terms as a member of the
executive council and three terms as a
member of the Republican state commit-
tee. Louis G. Brann '98 of Lewiston has
held the office of mayor in that city as
well as other positions. Mr. Bram is a
Democrat. James B. Perkins, a graduate
of the Maine Lass: School in 1909, was
formerly a member of the Maine Legis-
lature as a democrat and has also been a
Federal enforcenient agent.
Frank P. Washburn, State Commis-
sioner of Agriculture, who is a candidate
for governor in the Republican primaries,
is a trustee of the L'niversity.
PSYCHIATRIST GIVES
COMFORTING THOUGHT
New York—t IP I—If the old man has
kicked recently about your grades, or your
failure to attain a job as college presi-
dent, clip this out and send it to him.
Dr. Frankwood E. Williams, psychi-
atrist, is responsible for the most recent
blast at the hopes of parents who think
Willie is bound to, be next president of
the U. S., or at least a great artist or
writer as second choice.
"Parents may not talk about such ambi-
tions for their children." he said, "but
nevertheless they plan, push and demand
that their children shall do thus and so in
line with such silliness. Their children
may have a genius among them, of course,
but it is far more likely that es-cry one
of them will turn out to be just decent,
ordinarily fine, average adults like the rest
of its "
CHURCH NOTICE
Methodist Episcopal Church
"Swords Moral Battles- is the
theme of the sermon at the Methcxlist
Church, Sunday morning. Feb. 7, Mr.
Berlew speaking.
The high School Epworth League
meets at 5:45.
Charlie O'Connor has been secured as
the Student Forum speaker. This meet-
ing follows the Fellowship Hour at the
Wesley !louse and will begin at 7:30. The
1Vesley Foitmdation Student Council and
Committees will meet immediately at the
close of the Forum.
Fellowship Church
Charles NI. Sharpe. Nlinister
February 7
10:30 A.M. Regular Service of Worship.
Sermon theme for the day—"Mind
Your Eye!" Being a study in moral and
spiritual "Optics".
Mrs. Gordon Noyes, violinist, will be
the soloist.
7 to 9 P.M. Sunday evening Pow-aow
of the tribe of the Abenakis at the Manse
Illustrated talk by Dr. Sharpe. "With
the Poilus on the Marne Front." Usual
social good time. All students welcome,
with their friends.
W. B. RICE IS SPEAKER
ON FORESTRY PROGRAM
The annual series of lectures on the
United States Forest Service to be given
here on Feb. 10. 11, and 12 will be deliv-
ered this year by W. B. Rice, forest sup-
ervisor for the Payette National Forest.
Boise, Idaho,
Professor Rice is eminently qualified
to talk about forestry, having spent nearly
twenty years in this work. He was grad-
uated from Yale in 1912 and for the next
nine years worked as forest examiner at
the regional office at Ogden, Utah. Dur-
ing this time he visited practically all of
the twenty-six forests in that region. Land
classification and forest homestead work
with some time spent in timber reconnais-
sance comprised for the most part hi,
work during that time.
In 1922 he was appointed supervisor of
Weiser Forest. Three years later he be-
came supervisor of Payette Forest, and
has served there until now.
Professor Rice during his stay at the
university as well as lecturing will have
conferences with members of the forestry
staff and forestry students
"LADIES OF THE JURY"
TO BE GIVEN MARCH 3
"Ladies of the Jury". which has been
featured at one of the Bangor theatre,
this week will be presented by the Maine
Masque in Alumni Ball on March 3. TrAt..4,
outs for parts in this. '
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- • oil LI I Peota Wu)
was injured while sliding last Thursday
has had the stitches removed from hi,
knee and is again attending classes.
Oscar Fellows of Phi Gamma Deb,
spent the weekend in Boston where he at-
tended the Simmons College dance.
Bob Osgood and Don Corbett are mot-
oring to Boston over the weekend.
According to a recent announcement
i made by Irving Pierce, faculty adviser
! of the sophomore class, that organizatio 11
saved over $300 last year. -Si' a resn't
of this saving, due largely to the good
conduct of the class at their freshman
banquet in Bangor last spring, the via,-
dues for this year are a dollar less than
usual.
There will be a meeting of the Penob.
scot Valley Alumni Association at Dahl-
berg's Hall. Bangor, at 6:15 P.M., Fe.
ruary 9.
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BERYL BRYANT '31 ENGAGED
TO DEXTER MAN
Announcement was Made esterday tot
I e engagemcnt 
of Beryl E. Bryant. '31,
1,14 Seventh Street, Bangor, to "Korman
ruff of Dexter. Miss Bryant, form-
(:- humor editor of The Maine Campus,
active in athletic, literary, and schol-
circles while at the university. She
a member of Chi Omega Sorority and
Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psychol-
,.0. society. Since her graduation last
lune she has been employed by The Ban-
.r Daily News.
SIGNIA NU HOUSE PARTY
An informal dance will be held on Fri-
,!.0 night of this week end at Sigma Nu.
Soloman is chairman of the com-
mittee in charge of the event and Smith
Ames' Orchestra will furnish the music.
Mr. and Mrs. James Moreland will be the
STAG DANCE
A novelty stag dance will be held in
.11tunni Gym tomorrow night under the
auspices of Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary
psychology society. Special plans have
15,11 made for the event, which is to come
in the no-man's-land between the end of
t!:e fall and beginning of the spring se-
mesters.
Cecil G. Fielder, general secretary of
the Maine Christian Association is in
Chicago this week attending the Baptist
University Pastors' Conference there
fr.an February 5 to 9.
VEAYO '31 CONDUCTS
CONCERT IN HOULTON
(mien I. Vea)o, '31, Is director oi the
Community Music Festival, which will be
presented in Hotting' tonight. In addi-
tion to planning the concert to develop
a closer spirit of co-operation between
the schools and community of Houlton.
Veayo personally conducts the high school
orchestra which will take a large part in
the festival. In his one year's work with
his new charges the Maine alumnus has
developed a group of musicians, which
has received commendations throughout
the state.
SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN FOR
MISS CO-ED 1935
New York—t113)—Miss Co-ed 1935
will be taller, heavier, stronger and health-
ier than Miss Co-ed 1925, tests made at
Barnard College have revealed. The pre-
diction is made from the trend observed
in the last few years at the college. The
tabulated results are:
Miss 1935 Miss 1925
Height 64.33 in. 63.79 in.
Weight 124.18 lbs. 122.98 lbs.
Grip 70.69 lbs. 57.11 lbs.
Lung Capy. 192.00 cu. in. 179.00 cu. in.
• 
THETA CHI HOUSE PARTY
The Theta Chi fraternity is holding an
informal house party Friday evening.
Captain and Mrs. Hugh Ware and Mrs.
Alice Witherly, matron. are to be the
chaperons. The committee in charge of
the house party is Edward Patten. Robert
Ingraham and Wirt Brown.
I I
Faculty News
Professor A. S. Hill of the Department
of Electrical Engineering, is cooperating
with the engineering staff of The Reliance
Electric and Engineering Company of
Cleveland. Ohio. in studies relating to the
design of electrical ma.hinery. One of
these investigations involves tests on fan-
cooled motors which are being conducted
by Mr. Edwin C. Guptill, a graduate stu-
dent in electrical engineering, in connec-
tion with his master's thesis on Thermal
Problems in Electrical Machinery.
During the vacation there arrived for
the Crosby Mechanical Laboratory a hun-
dred horsepower pressure-compound
steam turbine and a surface condenser
which will handle 4000 pounds of steam
per hour at one pound absolute pressure.
The condenser will he used in connection
with the steam turbine and the triple ex-
pansion marine engine which are already
in the laboratory, and a =Am: steam en-
gine which has been ordered.
Professor E. L. Roberts and Mr. W. H.
Miss, of the Department of Electrical
[nrineering. are arranging to undertake
,ome research work for the Power Trans-
frmer Department of the General Elec-
tric Company on the "Variation of the
Dielectric Loss in Various Kinds of
Transformer Insulation."
Dean Choke. with Professors Evans,
Leavitt, Mr. J. C. Twinem and Mr.
l'ratt Of the Civil Engineering Depart-
ment and Mr. Tom Clark, city enaisoliri
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INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
STARTED BY YALE
New Haven, Conn.—( IP J—An organi-
zation to be called the North Atlantic
Student League of International Co-oper-
ation, designed eventually to embrace col-
leges. universities and secondary schools
in the United States, Canada, Newfound-
land and England. has been perfected at
Yale University.
Participating in the initial organization
were groups from Yale. Smith College.
Wesleyan University, Trinity College,
Connecticut School for Women, the Con-
necticut State Normal School of Danbury
and the Hartford Theological Seminary.
Prominent in the work of organization
of the association was Sir Wilfred Gren-
fell, medical missionary to Labrador.
Harvey P. Sleeper. U. of M. '15. Pro-
tection Engineer with the Public Service
Corporation. Newark, N. J., as Editor-in-
Chief has recently edited a new edition
of The National Electric Light Associa-
tion's "Relay Handbook and Supplement."
This is a book of 1406 pages, 55 tables,
1017 illustrations and is used by the light
and power industry as the source of au-
thority on Relay Protection.
Mr. Sleeper has taken an active part
protection engineering since graduation
from the University and is now one of
the internationally known authorities on
this subject.
Prof. Geo. E. Simmons of the agr,,,,
only department attended a recent meeting
of the Kennebec Pomona Grange at Win-
slow and gave a talk on the subject. "Our
if. J. Ft. Smyth of the poultry de-
,ent delivered a lecture on poultry
'ms at a meeting of the Kenthiskeag
v Grange. Friday, January 29.
'idea II. S. Boardman returned to
mpu. Monday night after a ten day
is trip through Boston. New York.
lc, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and
loon
r Maine
'CAMPUS TO RECEIVE
GENEVA DESPATCHES!
••••••••••••
CHILD HEALTH INSTITUTE
TO BE HELD IN MARCH
I The Child Health Institute sponsored
Special despatches direct from Geneva hr the Maine Child Health Council will
will be sent to The Camisits with stories be held in connection with Farm and
of the proceedings of the Disannanamt , Home Week at the tunversity March 30-
Conference there. by James F. Green. cif
Yale who is special correspondent of the
Intercollegiate Disarmament Council.
Green, who also sailed last week, is the
first college student ever to represent his
group at such a world event. He plans to
send front Geneva a series of articles to
be written from a college student's iew-
point especially for college student read-
ing.
AUTO HITS TREE NEAR
CAMPUS WAITING ROOM
A Pontiac coach is,.• limner
D. Hatch, 5 state Street, South Brewer,
was badly damaged Monday evening
when it crashed into a tree near the wait-
ing station at the entrance to the campus
opposite the Sigma Alpha Epsilon House.
Hatch was proceeding northward and
turned into the university drive when he
hit a patch of ice and skidded into a tree.
The fenders, running board and the roof
of the car were completely demolished on
one side. The car was removed to Has-
erlock's garage on Main Street.
An accident of minor importance oc-
curred late Monday afternoon when a
car parked in front (if the residence of
Professor Braun of the chemistry depart-
ment in College Avenue. was struck in
the rear by another car. The damaged
automobile was taken to the University
Motor repair shop.
COLLEGE SLANG IS DEAD—
O. K.
Northampton. Mass.-11P) —
College students, once past masters
at the creation of new slang words,
are now mostly imitators in that
respect, according to Dean Mar-
jorie Nicolson of Smith College.
Dean Nicolson is no enemy of
slang, which, she says, is accepted
as a natural part of our language.
even by scholars, because it is brief
and pungent.
In a recent chapel talk to the un-
dergraduates here Dean Nicolson
asserted that the same old slang
words prevail throughout the coun-
try. There was a period, she said,
when college students used to set
the pace, while now they seem con-
tent to imitate.
Until they can come across with
something better than "OK" and
"KO", they might as well say
"yes", she declared, in effect.
Fire extinguishers in all the
ott the campus are being refilled this
31. .k. I.. Deering. chairman of the Child
Health Council, announced this week.
At a meeting held here last week, plans
were developed to present a program on
the following major divisions: The child
and the church; the child and the home;
the child and the school; and the child
and the community. Demonstrations and
lectures will be used to forward each di-
vision of the printram. Mr. 1)eering
further stated that they hope to secure a
professional worker such as a doctor or
nurse for a part oi each program.
Cloke Reports Unemployment
Well in Hand
((.'oariiined from Page One)
is cooperating with the American Engi-
neering Council.
Mr. Hopkins. who is actively engaged
in the relief work ill W'aterville. reports
that the plan which they have adopted
there has been copied in other towns in
Maine and also used in other states
Money is raised by public subscription
and jobs are created by Public Works.
sewers, water mains, etc. This plan was
later adopted by Lewiston-Auburn where
Mr. Cook is actively engaged in the same
type of work. These men all report that
the unemployment situation is being
handled very satisfactorily in the towns
mentioned.
Mr. Haggas reported for the Electrical
Power Industry that conditions were gen-
erally satisfactory. There is, of course,
no new construction and it has been neces-
sary to discharge men in this department.
Dr. Brautlecht, who was requested to
report on the Pulp and Paper and Textile
Industries in Maine. since he is very wide-
ly acquainted in these industries, stated
that while in some localities activity was
very good indeed, in others it was very
bad. In the Lewiston-Auburn District
conditions are apparently quite satisfac-
tory at the present time. Two more mills
have recently moved in there, as well as
a new mill at Saco. These have given
employment to quite a number of men.
In Bangor the work is not in charge of
any engineer, and has not been organized
along any of the lines just mentioned. As
near as can he ascertained it is put on a
basis of appeal to the individual to have
any odd jobs done around the house that
are necessary.
BE A NEWSPAPER
CORRESPONDENT
Aoy intelligent person may earn money
corre,ponding for newspapers; all or
spare time; experience unnecessary;
no canvassing; send for free booklet;
tells how. lieacock. Room V% Dun
Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.
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FRIENDLY
FIVE
A Complete
Line of
FRIENDLY FIVE
SHOES $5.00
Whether for Formal,
Street Wear, or Rainy
Weather
We have them in Friendly Fives at $5.00—Ask to see the
Special Waterproof Imported Zug Grain Shoes by
Friendly Five also at $5.00
GOLDSMITH'S
10 MILL Si., ORONO
Next to Post Office
F. W. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Feed
.1obhiiit
SODAS
CANDIES
Tel. 77
COLLEGE ICES
MEALS
DID YOU SAY EATS?
Farnsworth's Confectionery
Mill 't
HOME PASTRIES
SPECIALIZE IN SANDWICHES
Pioneer Engravin, Co.
W PHOTO-ENGRAVERS 10
10 1 4)3 Evil:Inge Si.. Bangor Le)
•
MANY STUDENTS IN
BANGOR SYMPHONY
The University ot Manic IS well rep-
resented in the Bangor Symphony Orches-
tra. The orchestra includes thirteen alum-
ni and nine students of the University.
The student members are Harold 0.
Doe, the concert-master. Hyman Emple.
Sydney S. 'loos, Irving Grodinsky. Shir-
ley C. Young, Lewis W. Barrett. Linwood
J. Bowen and Carl S. Beaumann.
The alumni members include well-
known business and professional people
in Bangor. They are Dr. Earl S. Mer-
rill, Paul E. Atwood. W. Alonzo John-
son, Edith Bowen, James D. Maxwell,
Gladys Ii. Merrill, W. McCrillis Saw-
yer, Landon J. Freese. Dr. Harold E.
Pressey, H. 0. Drummond, Vinfield
Sawyer and Francis G. Shaw. Professor
Adelbert W. Sprague of the University
faculty, is conductor of the Bangor Sym-
phony Orchestra.
Edmund "Rip" Black, former Olympic
man and now attached to the Boston AU..
is expected to shine this winter in the 3s
pound weight. The A.U. officials decided
to adopt this event for winter programs
at their recent meeting in Kansas City.
Hello—is this Dot? Well, I
just wanted to ask you what
you were going to wear to the
Sigma Mu Sigma Stag Dance
Friday night—and what time
are you going? You know if
you buy your ticket at a cer-
tain time between 8:30 and
9:30 you get a prize—yes, and
there's a prize spot dance too!
Besides, it's a Leap Year
dance! I wouldn't miss it,
would you? Everybody'll be
there—with finals over and
everything! I'll see you over
there—'bye.
SPECIAL
for one week
Two Neckties
Cleaned and Pressed
F It EE
You save 300
with every suit or overcoat
Sponged and Pressed
Our same reliable
QUALITY AND SERVICE
BILL RILEY
COLLEGE CLEANERS
Bangor
You can get your
VALENTINE
PARTY
CAN
and
DECORATIONS
PARK'S VARIETY
Si
Gov. Gardiner to Speak Here
(Continued irons Page One)
has not as )et announced the subject 01
his speech which will be delivered at ten
o'clock in the morning. The meeting will
be conducted by Arthur I,. Deering, di-
rector of the Extension Service, who
graduated with the Class of 1912.
The conference has been under way here
for the past three days, having started
Tuesday. Florence I.. Jenkins state su-
pervisor of home econo -s of the Maine
Department of Education delivered an
address on "Cooperative Opportunities
in Extension and Teaching."
Dr. Joseph A. Chucka, associate biolo-
gist of the experiment station delivered
four lectures on soil chemistry, and W. P.
Davis, manager of the New England Milk
Producer's Association spoke before the
county agent group on the topic -The
Milk Market Situation."
Those attending the convention here in-
clude agricultural, home demonstration,
and club agents.
Strand Theatre
Cut out and hang ut
Thurs.. Feb. 4
Last showing to-day
"THE CHAMP"
Fri., Feb. 5
"THE UNHOLY GARDEN"
%Vith Ronald Colman
Sat., Feb.
"WATERLOO BRIDGE"
With Mae Clarke. Kent Douglas, Enid
Bennett and others
Mon., Feb. 8
(:eorge A rliss
in
"OLD ENGLISH"
worth seeing again
Tues., Feb. 9
"BLONDE CRAZY"
with
James Cagney and all star cast
Wed., Feb. 10
"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN"
With Miriam Hopkins who starred in
Dr. Jekyll, and Phillips Holmes and
other stars
Thurs., Feb. 11
"DA NC E TEAM"
with James D  and Sally Eilers
Very enterta• • R. FREE a photo of
James Dunn to the first 250 attending
evening perf.irmance
SPECIAL
This Week Only
Suits Cleaned and Pressed
35e
CRAIG The Tailor
DANCE PROGRAMS
BACON PRINTING CO.
Producers of Fine Printing
22 STATE ST., BANGOR, ME.
11/ 
that EXTRA something .
•
•
• •
• • • • •
• • •
CLICQUOT
has it/
IT'S that smoother, richer
m•Ilower flavor that makes
Clicquot Club the fair-haired
favorite of many a campus
party. It blends well with any
company because it is a per-
fect blond itself.
 dEIENNEMIll
CLICQUOT CLUB
GINGER ALES
gale (Ivey- bsolcien - 4c
%me gavorite 91avors on any Campus
r;214:5*
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Trackinen Prepare For Big Season
Sophomores Fill Vacancies Left SPORTS SPIELS WINTER SPORTS
By Stars Lost in Graduatio
for th eese vents.
The local meet will be held a..
orlditions are fav..rable
• •
As a result of graduation last • .
Coach Chester Jenkins will Jie without
the services of Captain Raymo White.
Steven Malik. Norman Webber. and I.
Curtis when the indoor track campatin
opens on February 20 with the Univer•it
Club Meet in Boston. However, he se
have a group which now appears
ciently formidable to come dose retam-
ing the reputation won by the Pale film
last year. Coach Jenkins has alread:.
turned out three consecutive champion
ship teams since his stay here. and
everything turns out as hoped for, it vs)::
be no surprise to see his charge. era''
through again.
In all probability the varsity. will ni•.
against the freshmen in a track meet
week from Saturday in order to gise
Jenkins a line on his prospie:t•. lie in-
tends to select the team which will run
at the University Club Meet on the re-
sults of this meet.
High hopes in the dashes will be vest-
ed in Mel Means. who is 11..w running the
40 yard dash as fast as Ray White ever
did. It is expected that Means will do
ten seconds flat when the spring season
opens. Ile will also run the 2211 and
Moulton and [tetchier are also counted on
for points in the dashes. Another go.01
prospect is Carl Davis. coming up from
last year's freshmen. John 1Vi1...n. Lew
Hardison and Vin Ashton complete the
dash group.
Kept back from track till a week ago
it oaccunt stomach tnrable Bob Pen-
dleton is now in training togs and shoild
be the leading 44o man. ..\ t last year's
state meet he MUshol third in the quarter ;
mile finals. The relay men. Wen.lell. Mc- .
Tunberlake. and Chase
are also stellar performers.
Hard hit liy Steve Nlank's graduation.
half milers will be a profile-1n for the Pak
Blue mentor to sidve. 'Wendell and Pen-
dlehin are (We II see services in this event
and both will be supplemented by Shaw.
cross country man.
ilarry Booth will once more be Maine'N
leading miler and will have as a running
mate. Keith Percival, who has been ;inn-
ing up strong. Everett Gunning and other
outstanding cross country men will fur-
nish the material for the two mile. Fark
LOCAL WINTER SPORTS
CONTEST IS POSTPONED
Due to weather conditio ns, the local
1Vinter Sports meet which was originall
h 
y
scedule,' FehinitlY has -
III died. aco wiling ti, an ann. uncement
made today by Ted Curtis, graduate man-
ager of athletics.
It has been quite imp...dile bi do any
practising because cif the lack it snow_
There has been no practice whatsoever
in the ski-jump, the down-hill and
the ski slalom. which are important es ('iii'
oin a meet. The snwfall of Wednesday
arrived tin, late bi be of help in preparing
soon a•
Reduction of Arms Favored in
Straw Vote
(Continued ,frin Page Otte)
•••••••
schools se ith in • drill were Mr: against
cimmulsion.
The questiiins in the poll and the re-
sults were as follows: (11 If all na-
ti.ras piin in military and naval establish-
wilts interuks1 for use against each other.
lit in- much disarmament wirald y..11 last 'r
1015 voted for low; reduction; 13,914 for
reductiints from 25r; 75t'--, and Iff7$.
vi del! fiir refill:lion.
I).. you favor the American dele-
Ration to the General Disarmament Con- :
ference taking the initiative tit calling up-
on all natiints it 'inus reducing
armament': Yes: 17.785: No: 3.2M.
I 3) ofavr our setting an ex-
ample 1..r other nations by reducing ..ur
expenditures armmen Yats's- \'e 15.284
• •
By BOB BERG
11 Varsity basketball .- it worth .
about and taking up C rspia 
yes----if for no other reason than to
form the students Maine of the true
particulars come-ruing it.
(WWII JENISINs
and Austin should show up well here.
With the presence of Freeman Webb
in the pole vault. Coach Jenkins has no
worries there. \I'd'', is the state cham-
pion in his specialty and at the New Eng-
lands last year at Bates, he cleared 12
feet h inches. Navvy. Hathaway., and
Albert McMichad will suppin hint
Webb is also expected ti, continue his fine
work in the high jmnp with Iturham and
Duplisea to back him up.
There are no exceptional liniailjumpers
this year. altInragh Bill Floriniz is due for
sonic wool leap, Mel Means and Lovell
Chase will also be entered in this esent.
Al .-they. state champion shot putter,
is a consistent performer in his event and
will have Favor and Rogers to work with.:
The discus will see the return of Cal
Fickett who was ollt with appendicitis
last year. Fickett was as good as Cliff
Curtis and is due fir a big seas, in. Sup-
pining him are Rogers and Favor.
John rainzal• has shown a great deal
of improvement in the hammer throw thus
far and .11,411,1 lie at top form when the
season opens. It is likely that Fickett
may al... be in this event. Parsons an
Fasor. former inedi stars, complete ti
hammer throner•.
.ks the javelin throw has been barre
from the indoor gym. thi• event will I
cancelled until the spring campaign owns
All in all Nlaine's chances are bright.
If ineligibility. does not take too great a
toll. this season should lie as successful
ate fto• loa,t few year,
ALL MAINE COLLEGES
IN STATE W. S. MEET
The state winter sports meet will lie
held ciii Saturday. February 1.1, if weather
corelniiiit• are fasorable It is expected
that all the Maine coil( ges Will be repre-
sented at the state meet, although it is
rather doubtful if Itowdoin will send a
team.
It has been net c•sarV to po•tpittle the
it sal med winch would !lase sersed as a
Means trying -..1111 the learn 1.. rep-
resent Nlaine in the state meet. How -
eVer try-out• will he held s, ,inctimc nem
week, pros tiled that there is •tifficient
snow. The recent snowfall sluitild make
the try-outs possible.
In the case that it be ti rand int-
the entries will le unlimited, and
any Mall Who is physically qualified will
has(' an opt.irtimity to compete.
No: 8,501. litit'; 3,407; 25', to ,s';
9.138: none 8,54)1 (not all voted by per
cottages).
14) 11.. you fasor .\tnerican ailher
owe the \Vorld Court upon the ba-
the Root Protocols:- Yes: 12,848, \
5.548.
.5) D., y, fa% ..r it militarv
training in colleges'. 3.720; N.
Iii.0341.
it') Do you fasor dr.raping militarv
training oilleges? Yes: 7.242,
11.704.
)7) Have you had military tram .
Yes 3.7,r.. The total number is pro!,
ably larger. as it. ,t all colleges included
this question.
Another Contest
The high man on each bow ling team. f•T every schedule.:
will receive a tilaSted Cheese ?sallilWiell and Ode(' immethatel‘
after game
This is for high man oti every team for every ganic
rri7e-; paid inintediatek :tfter game at
The Maine Bear
Why was sarsity basketball dropper' at
all Couldn't we have cranium.' any
Decidedly no. Because •.i the lack
of a State series, it was necessary ion
Maine to tray el extensively. The ex-
penses were tremen.lous--much too large,
to justify the CO1)6111E:MCC 1,i basketball.
• • • • • •
It appears. th ough, that interest in the
sport is •in the up and up. A group of
athletes at Colby have formed a team
ailed the White Mules awl are coached
by Eddie Riiundy. fixaball mentor.
• • • • • •
\Vali due respects to Bates and Bow-
don) lothhsc.io dls aim ma uchmsaller
enrollment than ours and play. hockey dur-
ing the winter M. attlIN--if they only caret
to gi‘e basketball a fair try. there is not
a dirala in this columnist's mind that var-
sity basketball sit uld obe brught back to
state oilleges immediately—if not
\\*ere this to opic brught up in any other
State but Maine, there might lye sanne ex-
cuse for it. Itut what with the native
high schoil tire brand enthusiasts fin• the
spirt, it is not surprising-ranyre amaz-
ing---and just to, liad--that the spectatiirs
and students are robins! iif participating
in as thrilling. entertaining. and healthful
a sport as basketball.
hut ''nut for basketball to gain a foot-
ing once again. it sectils that a state series,
consisting of at least three Maine ciilleges,
must give it its initial start. Bates and
Row-dont apparently have turned a deal
ear to the situation. Colby is quite warm
eMain. aCC..riling to Faculty Direct. .r
id Athletics. Ted Curtis. is "red hot.-
Brice and Curtis
ances on both Friday and Saturday eve- 1
TEAM WILL CO
TO DARTMOUTH
Attend Meeting
Coach Fre.1 Brice and ['acuity thletic
; 'ti ne-tor Ted Curtis attended a meeting
: of the Maine Intercollegiate .\ s-
; sociation at .\tigusta last week. Each
. Maine college was represented by its di-
rector of athletics and baseb oall cach.
\t the meeting. Ted Curtis was sue-
„ led in I ',lice of president 1.s. Harry
Edwards of Colby. Oliver Kuntz ot
Bates was elected secretary-treasurer
Ilaseball officials for the St.ate series
et:  were decided upon and the body
agreed to ad. rat the Reach Official Base-
ball for all the contests.
FRESHMAN B TO PLAY
RETURN WITH 0. T.
I he (iii Town High
team. which it, out the freshman 'It''
''ill fit several weeks agoitt their • IA% n
Ny return visit te. On .110
February 12. Scheduled tor the same
night is the Fr, .\ --Hebron .\cademy
game.
Ciame• are pending for the "11- team
with \i. 'its, .‘callemy and Ellsworth
lightSch...1 and Ted Cu rtisexpects to
The Maine Vinter Sport-. team which
is coached by Ted Curtis, will enter live
men "at the annual Dartmouth Winter
Carnival on Friday and Saturday at Han-
over. N. H.
Win Robbins and Horace Drummond
are entered in the snowshoe cross coun-
try meet while Lief Sorensen am! Wilfred
Davis have signed up in the ski jump, ,
down hill ski, ski cross country, and sla-
bon. The fifth man. Don Green, will take
part in the saute events as Sorensen and
Davis with the exception of the ski jump.
lit the evening of the first day, King
Winter's Court will be held and at this
time the Queen of the Snows will lie
picked. Fancy skating, a performance ot
the best of the college skiers, and a tire-
works exhibition make my the program
which has been adapted by ski-coach Otto
Schniebs iii Dartimaith from the "scnee-
fests- of Germany where similar "gala
nights- are celebrated.
In the winter sports competition McGill
and New Hampshire again loom as tin!
strongest threat.. Dartmouth has lost a
big threat in Jack Shea who will lie unable
to skate for his college because iii partici-
patiiin in the Olympics on this week-end,
but the Green skaters are expected to :
prove the hest group of any On the tee at
lianover. In the skiing events 1/art-
tmiuth's chances are not nearly as bright,
and especially at the jumping events on
the newly re-in. ..Idled ski-jump there will
be hard guying for the Haniiver men.
To climax the sports activities of the I
carnival. Yale and Dartmouth will fur-
nish exciting moments isith at the hockey
rink where the Green and Blue will clash,
and on the basketball flow where the ,
league-leading green five will meet a
strong Eli quintet.
The Dartmouth Players are to present
"The Beggar on Horseback.” at perform-
nings. following which house dances will
be held at the various fraternities on the
campus.
SCIENCE FAKES FEMALE
LURE
l_y in. Ma—. II' i--Thc male
mosquito's liking for "the wint-
may ultimately lead to the
destruction • .1 the pest in this
. it was resealed here when an-
nouncement was llia.E. that
Elilitt Thonisant of the General
Electric 4,:o. has firand a machine
which reproduces the limn of the
female mosquito so perfectly that
ntii It' its I 11 Male itt,eCt ". Were led
to their destructura in it last s..
titer.
The machine is ow used
iutg quartz for an astriinomical tnir
nor. It was only by accident tit...
Prof. Tlionis.in notices! that th,
hum of the apparatus was draw in.:
the mosquitoes Irian a nearbs
marsh. The heat of the furnati
immediately killed the insects. It
the principle is correct. mankind
May ultimately lye freed of the
st lllll ner's worst pest.
Ice-t'isered \lumni l'teld provided a
satisiactor) skating ground over the week -
has-c' Isith these contests definitely booked, end for students lit mg at the- north end
early next week 
-F the campus.
t--
,I Did you know :
That the Cuts ersity :store Company has eleven stockholders.:
It are appointed by the President the Faculty to represent the
University Administration.
Four are app tinted by the t 'tined 1.1 t represent the .\Ittnuti.
Three are chosen from the Student Body to represent Student interests.
The four members chosen ir.mn th \dministration are:
3. A. I•annett, Registrar of the University
It. C. Kent, Head of the Department of Engineering Drafting
li. H Drummond. !lead of the Department of 1lerman
M. Iv Jones. Professor of Agricultural Ectinomic• and Farin law
agement and Manager ot the University Farm •
The Alumni members are as follows:
Drummond Freese. Vice-president of Freese's Department Store in
Bangor
Raymond Fogler, Personnel Director and Vice-president of W. T.
Grant Realty Company
I fonald Crowell. of the wholesale firm of I hmillani-liatts.,n in Bangor
Charles Crossland, Alumni Secretary
The Stutlent members are:
Maynard Ifincks. President of the Athletic Ass(kiation
James M. Sims, Senior member of the .‘thletic Hoard
Swam liallgren. junior member of the .Athletic Board
Frt.m these stockholders were Chosen at the ..‘nnual Meeting the follow-
ing directors:
Drummond Freese. President of the Board
Ihonald Crowell
Robert R. Drummond
Maurice D. Jones
Maynard Hincks
These men all give unstintingly of their time without remuneration •
shape the policies of the Store Company in harmony with those it
University.
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FOOTBALL CHANGES ARE
RECOMMENDED
Cita -1 II' I -- Recommen
dation% for higher standards it.
college athletics, especially • -
made by the ciimmissi,ra t itt .•
III the . S,OetattOn of .1.meric....
Colleges, were, in short:
Shorten the season to six or see -
c..ra games; eliminate pre-season
practice; ban subsidizing; abolish
re....ruiting and proselyting: reduce
0,aclies* salaries to the general fac-
tilty level: return the game to stu-
dent management ; abolish drudg-
ery in training; eliminate trainimt
It, u`es 1-111irriY: schedule only onn-
petitors oi equal strength: and ed-
ucate alumni It, respect well-devel-
oped athletic programs rather than
lop-sided stress on one sport.
BOXING SEASON TO
START THIS MONTH
The Intramural Il.oxing Seas, ii ill
open Saturday evening. Feb. 27th. at sev-
en o'clock in the Armory.
Instructor Hogan announces that his
charges are in good shape and that he has
many new men who have advanced oat-
siderably since the start of the preliminary-
training. Classes are held each NIonday.
Wednesday and Friday during the last
hour, an average of twenty-tive men at
each class, and strenuous
of punching the bag, skipping rope and
sparring are indulged in with a spirit that
predicts many a keenly contested battle in
the forthcoming matches.
The freshmen have resolved to sweep
everything as far as possible and thus
keep their record slate clean. The fresh-
men's strength is evidenced in the fact that
f the n .tal number of 50 Men ''it for the
sport, 25 of them are Frosh. Some of
thiise shoWing exceptionally well in the
heavyweight disision are: Dawson '35.
Ingalls '35. Flail '35 and W. Richardson
'35. The veterans in this class are Rob-
ertshaw, Richardson and Langlois
In the light heavyweight class are: R.
Elillett '35. fliggins '35. and Nichols '35.
The vets are Attridge. Rossing, Stone.
Overlock. Osgood, Corbett and Colby.
In the middleweight class are: Weleh
'35. Foster '35. Crabtree '35 and Ilurr '35.
The veterans here are Vernon. Weirs.
and Shapiro.
The lightweight this- sion shows sone'
very got 41 prospects in Curran '35, Lane
'35, Juilkins '34 and (:Immingham '33.
Many of the 0.w-emelt are endeavoring
hi reduce sufficiently that they- may get
into their respective classes. Direchir
Hogan states that he may liox in the mid-
U. OF M. RELAY
TEAM GETS WIN
IN CASEY GAMES
The University of Maine relay leant
easily defeated Massachusetts Institute ot
Technology in a mile relay held at the
Knights of Columbus Meet in Boston last
Saturday evening. The time of 3:35 2-3
was the fastest run by a Nlaine team in
the past two years. C. 3 ellkill,• quar-
tet Was 0,111r...sea if McKiniry. Timber-
lake. Moulton and \t endell. who ran
the order given.
McKiiiiry lost the pole on the toss :.!,
thus gave his Tech rival au advant,e.-.
I lowever. around the final lap, McKinir
spurted and finished a stride behind hi
opponent. Trailing his man by a coup',
yards. Timberlake opened up ill the last
154) yards and passed the bat. in t.. N foul -
•on with a lead of eight yards. In turn.
Moulton increased this advantage to about
fifteen yards before 'Wendell started )
nut, .\s a result, \Vendell was not fur -
vets much int account of his big lead. I
Ii., ran a strong quarter mile and won t
meet for the Pale Blue with twenty yards
to the good.
Harry Booth was the only Maine rep
resentative in the other track events and
ran in the three-quarter mile nut.
tillislaN1 SeVenth ..Ut a field of twenty-
live oratioditiorS.
\Vith the return of Bob Pendlehin
the fold now. Coach Jenkins expects his
team to he considerably strengthowd. as
Pendleton was the leading 4411 man last
year. On this y-ear's relay outfit the men
are all about on a par and consequently
there is no weak point. The next meet
for the relayers will he at the University
Club Nleet.
Fraternity- pledging will begin on Fel.
ruary 1,, this year, and considerable rush-
ing is expected to take place immediately.
after finals,
dleweight fle stresses gin iii
shape and physical condition in the train-
ing from now cin and says that the spirit
of ciimpetition is e.xceedingly strong.
The referee as ill previous years will be
hill Kenyon. The illilges Will lie the
same as last year. namely. Dean Corbett.
Professor. Dorsey. Professor Ilall, atv;
('i 'ash Fred Brice.
The tentative schedule of bouts is as
follows: Feb. 27 at 7.1011 P.M. at
.krinory Semi-Finals. Nlarch 7, 7.1N1
P.NI. at .\ mon : Finals. Nlarch 12, 1.45
1.N1. just before the State Basketball
T. iurnament.
•
NICHOLS' DRUG STORE
urges the student In sly and faculty to Im• on their guard against
Co 0.1)S and So WE 'VII RI).\1'
Sc',' yt 'Ur Net( ir at the first sign • if distress
•
t'. Mid Vi iii
EM BA DI YOUR ROOMMATE
or
kill the cockri.aches in
a di irmitory rot nu. re-
move tat ti iii marks, or
cure sick hens?
HENLEY'S wENTIETII CENTURY
)K OF RECEIPTS. FORMULAS
AND PROCESSES TELL now.
also gives formulas on :
adhesives, alloys. anti-
dt ites. candy making.
concrete. cleaning prep-
arations. cosmetics.
dyes. metal work. var-
nishes, etc.
So f0 pages 10.000 formulas
$4.00
iordri- forwarded from office of
the (ampus)
Bangor Fe:
Concert Tu
at 8 o'clo
XXXIII
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